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Abstract 
Aether is a RC-style autonomous air vehicle that utilizes GPS positioning along with a 
wireless communication system to achieve a computer-controlled flight. 
This report will incorporate the acquisition, design, integration, implementation and 
testing phases of the UAV development. Furthermore a discussion of 
troubleshooting as well as improvements for future projects will be included.  
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1. Introduction 
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) have become a prominent part of the landscape in 
the areas of military research. However, large scale UAVs require millions of dollars 
and highly skilled pilots to perform. Due to the high cost and expertise required for 
UAV’s, current production and deployment is mainly limited to military applications. 
The Aether team hopes to develop a lower-cost system capable of long-term flight 
without requiring skilled pilots or expensive ground control stations. This system 
could lead to vast agricultural, geological, and military advances. 
This project provides a multi-disciplinary integration of Aerospace and Electrical 
Engineering. The design incorporates a wide range of concepts and methods from 
areas within Electrical Engineering including power systems, control systems, 
embedded/digital systems, communications and digital signal processing. System 
development also face Aerospace challenges ensuring proper flight dynamics with 
added instrumentation, equipping the vehicle properly for sustained flight, and 
control/maneuverability of a large airframe. Aether required design of each 
subsystem and full system integration. 
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2. Background 
This project required the integration and implementation of multiple subsystems, 
including:  communications, global positioning, and instrumentation and control. 
These subsystems, once integrated, provide an autonomous, GPS-guided, telemetry 
reporting, unmanned aerial vehicle. 
2.1. Communication System (Kristine Colton) 
The communication subsystem is responsible for transmitting telemetry data 
from the IMU to the ground station. This module plays a key role in testing other 
subcomponents on the ground as well as in the air.  
2.2. Global Positioning System (Thomas Cameron) 
The Global Positioning subsystem provides a crucial function to the Aether 
Autonomous UAV. GPS will be utilized in order to provide the position, velocity 
and heading of the plane. This module will interface with the UAV development 
board in order to navigate to waypoints. Without the information from the GPS, 
the UAV will be unable to navigate to the preprogrammed waypoints. 
2.3. Instrumentation and Control (Daren Childers) 
This subsystem acts as the backbone of the project. This system will perform all 
essential functions for flight dynamics measurement, analysis, control and 
reporting. The other subsystems will integrate into this system. 
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3. Requirements 
3.1. Communication System 
The communication system is an integral part of the autonomous air vehicle. 
This subsystem must transmit telemetry data to the ground station where it can 
be interpreted. The system must have an adequate update rate with a low 
probability of error. The module also must meet some physical restraints such as 
size, weight, and power consumption. The design must add minimal weight to 
the aircraft and needs to fit within the available space. Low power consumption 
is a must for maximum flight time. Lastly, the range of the communication 
system will place constraints on certain flight capabilities and thus should be 
maximized. A range of at least a mile and a data rate of 9600 bps or greater are 
reasonable goals for this project.  
Without a proper working communication system it becomes nearly impossible 
to test the accuracy of the remaining subsystems. The system will be used to 
evaluate whether the instrumentation and controls are providing the correct 
real-time data. This module will also be utilized to test the accuracy of the GPS 
device. 
3.2. Global Positioning System 
Considerations for the GPS system include: position, heading and altitude 
accuracy, update rate, number of channels, power consumption and interface 
ability with the Matrix Pilot software. MatrixPilot is the open source software 
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that was constructed specifically for the UDB3 to control flight of the aircraft. 
Therefore, the GPS must be made to function with this program. The position, 
heading and velocity data must be accurate so that the UAV can be sent to 
specified waypoints. This software is discussed more extensively throughout the 
paper in the controls and instrumentation sections.  
Design requirements are for the GPS to be within ten meters of the actual 
position, within one meter per second of the velocity, and one degree of the 
heading.  An update rate of greater than 1Hz is required so that the data is closer 
to real-time. The number of channels should be greater than ten because the 
GPS will only be able to find approximately eight or nine satellites in the sky at 
one time. The power consumption should be as low as possible in order to 
increase flight time. Finally, it is ideal for the GPS unit to be easily interfaced with 
both the UAV development board and the open source software Matrix Pilot. 
3.3. Instrumentation and Control 
This subsystem must provide real-time, accurate, time-critical data analysis in 
order to ensure successful integration of inertial measurement data with real-
time vehicle control. The design must be able to operate in three modes: 
autonomous, stabilized and manual. In order to achieve these objectives, the 
subsystem must be further broken down into an Inertial Measurement Unit 
(IMU), microcontroller, GPS input and serial communications output. Figure 1 
represents the functional block diagram of the control system.  
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Figure 1: Control System Block Diagram 
 
3.3.1. Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) 
The IMU must provide real-time, accurate vehicle orientation. Aircraft orientation includes 
pitch, yaw and roll. 
Figure 2: Pitch Yaw and Roll 
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As shown in Figure 1, pitch represents the horizontal angle of the plane, as 
measured from “tip” to “tail”. Yaw represents the rotational position of the 
plane relative to the direction of flight. Roll represents the horizontal angle of 
the plane measured from wingtip to wingtip.  These orientation components 
must be calculated using data input from the IMU consisting of 3-D 
Accelerometers and solid-state gyros.  
3.3.2. Microcontroller 
As the “heart” of the system, the microcontroller must be sufficiently 
powerful to provide real-time or near real-time IMU analysis, develop and 
send vehicle control signals, receive and process GPS data, and output 
telemetry and GPS to the communications subsystem. Aircraft controls are 
digital, servo-based control systems that maintain correct altitude, pitch, yaw 
and roll using four main control surfaces: aileron, elevator, rudder and 
throttle. In addition, the microcontroller must process GPS data and use the 
control surfaces to guide the vehicle between waypoints. Finally, the system 
must be able to process all the IMU and GPS data and provide serial output 
via UART to the communications system. 
 
3.3.3. GPS Subsystem Input 
The control and instrumentation subsystem must be able to receive serial 
GPS data from a GPS receiver, process the raw NMEA data, and utilize basic 
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3-D coordinates consisting of latitude, longitude and altitude from the data 
stream in maintaining appropriate altitude, heading and speed. Since GPS 
receivers provide reasonable, but not precise accuracy, the system must 
provide tolerances to ensure stable flight independent of GPS error. Further, 
when operating fully autonomously, the control system must pilot the 
vehicle to the appropriate waypoint, once again accounting for error in 3-D 
GPS coordinate. 
3.3.4. Communication 
The subsystem must provide serial UART data to the communication system, 
formatted appropriately for a ground control station to interpret and display 
the vehicle orientation, speed and position. Data rate must be lower than the 
maximum transmission rate of the communication system, and include all 
necessary telemetry components. 
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4. Acquisition 
The overarching acquisition strategy for this system included: 
 Budget determination 
 Find Funding source 
 Subsystem Determination and Purchasing 
 Airframe Determination and Purchasing 
 System Integration / Interfacing Determination and Purchasing 
The goal of each subsystem’s acquisition strategy was to develop an integrated 
system that would accomplish all of the requirements discussed above. Extra 
consideration was required for weight, power consumption, dimensions and 
interoperability. 
The objective of the project included designing a low cost solution. Therefore, the 
budget determination was based upon moderate to economical cost components 
that met the needs of the project. Each component selected will be discussed in 
subsequent sections. The overall budget for the project was $5000. InDyne Inc., a 
leading defense contractor at Vandenberg Air Force Base, CA, headquartered in 
Reston, VA, provided incremental funding through the submission of detailed 
expense reports. Funding was provided without any provision for licensing, 
intellectual property restrictions or contractual obligation. Despite several mishaps 
and failing components, the project was completed on time and under budget. 
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4.1. Airframe 
Several airframes were considered for the project. However, only one 
manufacturer was ever given strong consideration, Multiplex. Multiplex foam 
airframes, composed of proprietary foam called Elapor, which provides strength, 
durability and reparability. The airframe choices were all glider/park flyer models 
due to the high lift-over-drag ratios, slow flight speeds and low power 
consumption. The Multiplex Easystar, an excellent trainer airframe, was 
eliminated because it provided only 2 control surfaces and could not overcome 
the wind in the area. The second airframe reviewed, the Multiplex Easyglider 
with power pack was also considered, but the fuselage was too small to 
adequately house the electronics required, and the wing area was too small for a 
solar array – a design criterion that was later eliminated (see Section 8). 
The Multiplex Cularis was chosen as the final airframe for the project based on 
several factors. First, the plane is constructed of highly durable, recoverable and 
repairable Elapor foam. Since our project has inherent risks associated with 
experimental flight, it needed to be recoverable. Second, the large wingspan 
seemed ideal for the solar-power concept. However, sufficient solar could not be 
placed on the wings to create the 12V required for system charging. Finally, the 
flight dynamics of the large glider provided extremely high lift, even at low 
speeds, perfect for a vehicle with extra weight. Unfortunately, the stock power 
kit (purchased separately) was not sufficient to sustain flight and additional 
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purchases for battery, ESC and motor were required. The airframe is depicted in 
Figure 3. 
 
Figure 3: Multiplex Cularis Stock Image 
 
4.2. Communication System 
The implementation of the communication system required the acquisition of a 
few key components. The ground station and UAV needed to have antennas in 
addition to some type of transceiver. In order to purchase a device that would be 
suitable for the project certain design aspects had to be considered. The 
components needed to be light weight, have low power consumption and had to 
be affordable. These constraints significantly narrowed the list of possible 
solutions.  
Finding a transceiver was the first step because not all antennas are rated to 
work with every device. The 9XTend OEM RF module was chosen for the 
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transceiver for a couple of reasons. This module had the greatest range which is 
vital for telemetry data collection and it still had reasonable power consumption 
[4]. The component was also within the budget and could be easily acquired 
through an online purchase. The datasheet indicated that the device was user 
friendly and had good reviews as well. However, the most important thing to 
consider is will this module interface with the IMU board that would be 
controlling all other aspects of flight. According to the datasheet the RF module 
used a serial UART communication. Fortunately, the board that was chosen had 
a spare USART connection that was compatible. Another thing that was 
considered was how many I/Os will the RF unit require and are there sufficient 
I/Os on the DEV board to accommodate these connections. Although the 
transceiver had a total of twenty pins that could be connected only five were 
necessary for a proper communication. Once again the 9XTend board was found 
to be a suitable solution. Although the 9XTend OEM RF module was selected in 
the end, other similar devices such as the XBee and XBee-PRO were considered. 
The XBee modules could not be used for this project because their operating 
frequency would interfere with the radio for the aircraft (Table 1). 
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Table I: RF Module Comparison [4][7] 
Module Name 
Maximum 
Power 
Consumpt
ion 
Serial 
Communication 
Type 
Frequency 
Outdoor 
Line-of-sight 
Range (m) 
Cost per 
Module 
($) 
9XTend OEM RF 
Module 1 W UART 900 MHz 64000 184.95 
XBee  2mW UART 2.4 GHz 120 28.95 
XBee PRO (S2) 50mW UART 2.4 GHz 3200 40.95 
XBee PRO (S2B) 63mW UART 2.4 GHz 3200 37.95 
 
A kit was purchased for the 9XTend OEM RF module which came with two 
modules, two RS-232 boards, two antennas, connectors, and of course power 
adapters. The antennas that came in the kit were six and seven inc-h half-wave 
dipole antennas that operate at 900 MHz. They offered a gain of 2.1dBi or 2.1dB 
relative to an isotropic antenna and were suited for both fixed and mobile 
applications [4]. Because these antennas were light weight and had a decent 
gain one of them could be used for antenna mounted on the aircraft. However, 
for the ground station the constraints were different and allowed for more 
flexibility. The ground station antenna did not have a size or weight requirement 
and as a result a high gain antenna could be purchased. The datasheet for the RF 
module provided a list of approved high gain antennas for this specific 
application. Once again cost was a factor in determining the antenna size but 
gain was also taken into consideration. The PC906N Yagi-Uda antenna was 
selected for the ground station portion of the communication system. The Yagi-
Uda provides a gain of almost 11dBi and uses both vertical and horizontal 
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polarization which allows for more flexible mounting [11]. In addition the 
antenna also operated within the correct frequency range of 900 MHz.  
During flight testing the onboard antenna was damaged and had to be replaced. 
The original antenna had a MMCX connector which is easily damaged. As a result 
a new antenna was purchased along with a different connector that would make 
the system more durable in case of a crash landing.  The new antenna is anA09-
HSM-7 with a gain of 2.1dBi and a half-wave dipole design. Thankfully, no more antenna 
purchases were necessary.  
4.3. Global Positioning System 
The GS407 was purchased because of its ability to interface with Matrix Pilot and 
HappyKillmore, time to first fix, update rate, data rate, and accuracy of position, 
heading and velocity. 
Specifications for the GS 407 include: 
 Update Rate: 4Hz 
 Horizontal Position: <2.5m 
 Heading: 0.5degrees 
 Velocity: 0.1m/s 
 Time to first fix: 29s 
 Data Rate: 9600bps 
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 50 Channels 
Various other modules were compared such as the EM406 and EM408. Some of 
these two modules’ shortcomings include a ten meter positional accuracy, time 
to first fix of forty-two seconds and data rate of 4800 bits per second. These two 
modules do offer one benefit as they only consume 44 milliamps of current. The 
GS407 consumes 75mA of power, but when compared to the power consumed 
by the communications system and the motor, this difference is negligible 
considering the other advantages it provides.[1][2][3] 
 
4.4. Instrumentation and Control 
Acquisition for the UAV controller was initially intended to include a bare metal 
build consisting of a microcontroller with two UART (GPS and telemetry) and 
multiple Pulse Width Modulated (PWM) outputs, multiple ADC and digital inputs 
and an IMU design consisting of a 3-D accelerometer, and multiple gyros. Initial 
design considerations included the ARM Cortex M3 microcontroller from TI and 
32-bit AVR32 UC3-series microcontrollers. However, as stated previously, 
research proved that several prepackaged Autopilot/IMU combinations already 
existed on the market.  
The two major development platforms currently available are the ArduPilot 
Mega, an Arduino-compatible development board, running the ATMega2560 
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MCU and the UAV Dev Board running the Microchip dsPIC30f4011 MCU. Both of 
these boards provide more than adequate number of input and output channels, 
open source development software and can be powered by a standard RC 
Engine Servo Control (ESC) back electric current (BEC) feature.  
 
The Sparkfun-provided UAV Dev Board (UDB3) was chosen due to cost, 
configuration capabilities, rapid order processing and software development 
support available online with Matrix Pilot, the open source autopilot system. The 
UDB3 provided the only integrated IMU solution with a built-in 3-axis 
accelerometer and two gyros. 
Since the system had an integrated IMU, an appropriate number of input and 
output channels, built in GPS connection and a spare UART for serial data 
communication to the ground, the UDB3 was an ideal choice for system 
development and integration. In total, four UDB3 boards were purchased 
through the course of the project. 
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5. Design 
5.1. Communication System 
In order for the communication system to be integrated with the other 
subsystems an overall understanding of the function of each component was 
necessary. 
5.1.1. 9XTend OEM RF Module 
The RF module operates in the ultra high frequency (UHF) range between 
902-928 MHz [4]. The transmit current is typically 500mA when operating at 
a transmit power of 500mW. The range of the device is determined by the 
type of antenna, the transmit power level and the baud rate.  The baud rates 
that are available range from 1200 to 230400 bps.  
There are a total of twenty pins on the modem and only eleven are actually 
used for connections. From the datasheet it is clear that not all eleven pins 
need to be connected for communication. There are five critical connections: 
the supply voltage (VCC), ground (GND), data in (DI), data out (DO), and the 
shutdown pin. Data in/out refers to data entering or exiting the module from 
the UART host. The shutdown pin is active low and is driven high during 
operation and low during shutdown. As was previously mentioned the serial 
communication type is UART. The signal will idle high when no data is being 
transmitted. Each data byte consists of a start bit (low) followed by eight 
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data bits with the least significant bit being first and a stop bit (high) (figure 
4).  
 
Figure 4: UART Serial Bit Pattern [4] 
Serial communications requires both UART devices to have the same 
configuration; this includes: baud rate, parity, start bits, stop bits, and data 
bits. The X-CTU software provides a means to set these options as well as to 
test the strength of the communication links between radio modems (figure 
5). 
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Figure 5: X-CTU Configuration Software [6] 
The radio modem has three RF communication modes: point-to-point, point-
to-multipoint, and peer-to-peer. These transmit/receive modes can be set 
using the DIP switch settings on the RS-232 interface board for the ground 
station, see Figure 6.  
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Figure 6: DIP Switch Settings on RS-232 Interface Board [4] 
 
5.1.2. Yagi-Uda (PC906N) Ground Station Antenna 
The ground station antenna uses a Yagi-Uda design and has a frequency 
operating range of 896-940 MHz [11]. According to the manufacturer the 
gain is 10.65 dBi and it is composed of six elements. The boom is the long 
section which connects all of the elements together. The elements consist of 
a driven element, reflector and directors. The driven element is the feed 
point or the position at which the transmitter is connected to the antenna. 
The directors are used to provide the antenna with a directional pattern and 
gain. The amount of gain is directly proportional to the length of the antenna 
array and is not affected by the number of directors used. The reflector is 
located behind the driven element where the spacing between the two 
affects the gain, bandwidth, front to back (F/B) ratio, and sidelobe pattern. 
From the electric and magnetic field radiation patterns of the yagi the 
horizontal and vertical beam widths are 65 and 55 degrees respectively 
(figure 7 & 8).  
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Figure 7: E-Plane [5] 
 
Figure 8: H-Plane [5] 
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The antenna has both vertical and horizontal polarization which allows the 
user to mount the antenna in their direction of choice without loss of signal.  
5.1.3. Half-wave Dipole (A09-HSM-7) Onboard Antenna  
The onboard antenna is a half-wave dipole that operates at 915MHz. The 
gain of the antenna is 2.1 dBi. Dipole antennas experience nulls along the 
axis of the antenna or in other words they radiate outwards. The antenna 
radiation patterns depicted illustrate this phenomenon (figure 9-11). 
 
 
Figure 9: E-Plane [8] 
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Figure 10: H-Plane [8] 
 
Figure 11: 3D Radiation Pattern [8] 
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5.2. Global Positioning System 
The GS 407 is designed to send NMEA messages based on NMEA 0183 Version 
2.3. The NMEA protocol utilizes sentences with a specific structure that allows it 
to communicate with the satellites (figure 13). This is how the receiver acquires 
longitude, latitude and altitude. Matrix Pilot utilizes the GGA and GSA NMEA 
sentences in order to receive information on the dilution of precision and active 
satellites as well as essential fix data which provides 3D location and accuracy.   
 
Figure 12: NMEA Sentence Structure [1] 
The GPS antenna was mounted in the top of the plane, facing towards the sky 
directly vertical. This was determined to be the optimum position after looking 
at the radiation patterns in the GPS antenna datasheet (figures 13 and 14). [12]  
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Figure 13: Elevation Plot or H-Plane [11] 
The elevation plot demonstrates that the maximum directivity and signal 
strength is at zero degrees. Zero degrees is directly vertical, perpendicular to the 
ground. 
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Figure 14: Azimuth Plot or E-Plane [11] 
The azimuth plot shows the directivity and signal strength are approximately 
equal when positioned at zero degrees.  
 
5.3. Instrumentation and Control 
The UDB3 is designed to accommodate all of the necessary controls of a 
standard RC airframe. Each of the controls and the modes of operation are 
configurable through Matrix Pilot. Configuring the file options.h provides the 
majority of required customization for the airframe, GPS and communications 
system chosen. This section will include discussions of each major component of 
the control system, hardware and software, and the configurable attributes of 
that system. The major components include airframe configuration, board 
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orientation, controls input/output, modes of operation, GPS type and telemetry 
format. 
5.3.1. Airframe configuration 
The Multiplex Cularis is considered a standard airframe – fixed wing with 
aileron, elevator and rudder controls.  Matrix Pilot software provides 
configuration options to accommodate multiple airframes (v-tail, standard, 
ailevator, etc…). The default configuration for Matrix Pilot supports elevator, 
rudder and motor, but has built in software support for additional control 
surfaces. The airframe chosen for this project, and discussed in section 4.1, 
requires control of four surfaces (aileron, elevator, rudder, motor).  
5.3.2. Board Orientation 
The fuselage varies from airframe to airframe and may require the UDB3 to 
be oriented differently. Therefore, the software was written to 
accommodate various board orientations. These orientations affect the IMU 
readings by determining to which axis a particular accelerometer reading 
corresponds. The UDB3 board is oriented, by default, to provide x-direction 
readings in the forward horizontal direction, y-direction readings in the 
lateral horizontal direction and z-direction readings vertically. Since the 
Cularis airframe was chosen to accommodate the board, there is sufficient 
space for the board to rest in the standard, forward orientation. This is the 
default setting of the UDB3 and Matrix Pilot. 
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5.3.3. Input and Output 
 In default configuration, the UDB3 supports 4 PWM inputs and 3 PWM 
outputs. The 4 PWM inputs are used for manual control from a standard RC 
transceiver/radio. The UDB3 has sufficient PWM outputs (6) to support six 
control surfaces, but only has pin outs for three in its default configuration. 
Therefore, to support all of the control surfaces of the airframe, additional 
PWM outputs are necessary, whether achieved through hardware or 
software modification. In either case, additional hardware must be acquired 
to overcome this deficiency. Further discussion of this shortcoming and the 
solution will be discussed in Integration. 
5.3.4. Modes of Operation 
By default, Matrix Pilot provides three distinct operating modes for any 
airframe. These modes are manual, stabilized and autonomous.  
In manual mode, a pilot controls all aspects of the planes performance. This 
mode requires an experienced pilot, a paired radio and transceiver, and 
PWM pass through. The UDB3 inputs, therefore, pass through from input to 
output pins without processing or modification. The system still records and 
processes all telemetry and GPS data, but does not attempt to control any 
aspect of flight dynamics. This mode of operation is required for safe and 
effective takeoff and landing. 
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Stabilized mode provides a hybrid control system. In this mode, the system 
attempts to control the pitch of the plane while allowing the pilot to “drive”. 
In this mode, Pulse-Position Modulation (PPM), also known as Pulse Code 
Modulated, signals are processed by the UDB3, modified to account for pitch 
changes, replaced with compensated controls, augmented by other 
autonomous control surfaces and sent from the UDB3 microcontroller to the 
PWM outputs. The system does not pass through any signal except motor 
drive signals. All other signals are adjusted based on orientation calculations. 
This mode allows a less experienced pilot to command the vehicle safely, and 
provides an excellent teaching tool. 
Autonomous mode, the project goal, gives complete control of the airframe 
to the MCU. All control surfaces are completely determined by calculations in 
the Matrix Pilot software based upon several factors: orientation, heading, 
altitude and target waypoint. When the system first switches to autonomous 
mode, it seeks the preprogrammed waypoint altitude. Once at altitude, 
heading and orientation change to point the vehicle at the target latitude 
and longitude. Waypoints must be preprogrammed into waypoints.h and can 
be either relative (to launch location) or absolute.  Relative waypoints give 
distance in meters north and east of the launch location. Absolute waypoints 
give geographic latitude and longitude as long integers (e.g. lat * 10^7). 
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Each of these modes can be selected using a fifth input signal, switch A on 
the radio controller. Since the board came preconfigured with 4 input signals, 
this will require modification as well (Para 6.3). In addition, one other non-
selectable mode exists. This mode, referred to as Failsafe, automatically 
returns the plane to 50 meters above the launch point in the event the plane 
loses RC radio communications, and attempts to auto land. This landing is a 
controlled downward spiral, and is intended to get the vehicle down near the 
pilot, but not necessarily intact. If the radio recovers before the vehicle 
touches down, the software will restore whatever mode the switch indicates 
and continue on its course. Disabling failsafe mode removes all methods of 
recovering the vehicle from errant waypoints, and can be very dangerous to 
the plane and others. 
5.3.5. GPS Type 
UDB3 provides a UART connector designed for GPS input. This connector 
provides 6-pin connectivity designed for the UBX adapter sold by DIY Drones. 
Matrix Pilot also advises the use of this GPS device. Selecting this GPS device 
in the options header file ensures all NMEA data necessary to pilot and track 
the aircraft is available to the MCU. GPS messages are also parsed and sent 
via the Telemetry UART for ground station processing. 
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5.3.6. Telemetry Format 
The UDB3 does not transmit telemetry data by default. However, Matrix Pilot 
does include UART configuration and data formats for telemetry and GPS 
data transmission. Most of the available formats (UDB, UDB Extra, 
UDBRemzibi) provide UDB3 specific data formats intended for data 
transmission to a flight analysis excel spreadsheet. However, several ground 
control station software packages have been developed that utilize specific 
data formats to act as a “heads up display” on the ground. The preeminent 
format at this time is ArduStation – a format developed for and used by the 
ArduPilot Mega autopilot hardware discussed in the acquisition section. 
However, Matrix Pilot provides this format as well. The only configuration 
requirements for telemetry data are output type (ArduStation) and baud 
rate. As will be discussed in the communications test section, 19.2kbps 
provided the optimal data throughput and tracking capability for the system.  
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6. Integration  
The integration involves the physical connection of the Communications, GPS and 
Instrumentation and controls subsystems with the UDB3 board. Hardware 
modifications for these modules will be discussed. Furthermore, software 
modifications to both calibrate and accommodate the subsystems will also be 
discussed.  
6.1. Communication System 
Integration of the communication system involves wiring, configuring and proper 
placement of the components.  
The RF module was connected to the UAV V3 development board via the spare 
USART connections. The ground pins of both boards were wired together. The 
data in and data out pins of the radio modem were connected to the receive (RX) 
and transmit (TX) respective pins of the IMU. The shutdown pin needs to be high 
or have a voltage in order for data to be passed. The easiest solution to this issue 
is to simply connect it to the supply voltage (VCC) where the signal will be held 
high, thus allowing it to always transmit.  Initially the supply voltage and the 
shutdown pin were both connected to the VCC on the development board 
however, because the transmit current is 500mA at 500mW it interfered with 
the GPS [4]. The GPS requires a stable voltage in order to work. The RF module 
was drawing too much current and as a result the GPS voltage constantly varied. 
To fix this VCC and shutdown were instead tied to the supply voltages on radio 1 
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and radio 2 which allowed for a greater amount of current to be drawn without 
affecting any other subsystem. Illustrated is a wiring block diagram of the 
communication system integration with the UAV V3 development board (figure 
15). 
 
Figure 15: Integration of COM System and IMU 
The ground station portion of the communication system was interfaced with a 
XTIB-R RS-232 provided in the development kit. The RS-232 board has a built in 
20-pin connector designed specifically for the RF module. A serial to USB cable is 
used to interface the boards with a computer (figure 16). Power is then supplied 
to the board via the power adaptor which is also provided in the kit.  
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Figure 16: COM Ground Station Set-up 
Both the ground and onboard antennas require special attention when it comes 
to mounting. The onboard antenna is a dipole which means that it should be 
oriented parallel to the ground during flight for maximum transmission. The 
antenna could not be attached to the bottom of the fuselage without risking 
severe damage during landing. As a result the antenna was originally placed 
inside the body of the plane and oriented parallel to the ground. This caused 
interference with the PWM signals inside the aircraft. The antenna since then 
has been moved to the top of the fuselage were a small hole was drilled to 
secure it during flight. The hole was drilled at an angle so that the main beam of 
the dipole could still be roughly aimed toward the ground (figure 17).  
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Figure 17: Onboard Antenna Placement 
The ground station antenna is both vertically and horizontally polarized and thus 
can be mounted either parallel or perpendicular to the ground. During the flight 
test it was horizontally mounted to a stake and placed outdoors. 
Before the radio modems can communicate they need to have the same 
configuration. X-CTU is a software application developed by MaxStream that 
allows users to customize the device configurations. The transmit power levels 
were set to 500mW and the baud rate to 19200. The modem VID numbers also 
had to match for a link to be possible. 
The ground station has to not only be interfaced with a computer but it must 
also be able to pass data to a telemetry reporting software for translation. 
Onboard Antenna 
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HappyKillmore’s Ground Control Station (GCS) can be used to record and display 
flight telemetry data. 
 
Figure 18: Telemetry Data using HappyKillmore’s GCS 
  
The telemetry data includes: speed, pitch, roll, yaw, heading, position, and 
throttle level (figure 18).  Illustrated is a screenshot of a flight that was recorded 
using this GCS (figure 19). 
 
 
 
 
Translated telemetry data being 
transmitted to ground station. 
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Figure 19: Flight using HappyKillmore's GCS 
 
 
6.2. Global Positioning System 
Proper connections must be made between the GPS and UAV Development 
Board (figure 20). 
Altitude 
relative to 
power-up 
location. 
Google earth image 
of UAV flying above 
CalPoly 
Pitch and Roll 
Heading 
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Figure 20: Integration of GPS and IMU 
Connection of the DIY Drones adapter to the GS407 is not a solid connection. It is 
highly recommended to use epoxy or hot glue to make the connection more 
stable for flight.[13]  
A stable voltage must be supplied to the Development Board. The GS407 
requires a stable voltage within 50 millivolts peak to peak to acquire a GPS lock. 
Data rate of the UAV Develpoment Board should be set to 19200bps and is read 
in using UART. GS407 UART output is already set to 9600bps standard. A setting 
in options.h of MatrixPilot must be changed in order for the UDB3 board to 
interpret the data output from the GPS correctly. In options.h, GPS type must be 
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set to GPS_UBX_4HZ to specify that it is using a u-blox Chipset at an update rate 
of 4Hz.  
 
6.3. Instrumentation and Control 
The Communications and GPS systems, once fully integrated into the UDB3 
control system, provide valuable data and communications links between the air 
and ground. The UDB3’s responsibilities in the integrated system include: 
receiver PWM input processing, generating PWM signals to control the servos 
responsible for each control surface, powering all of the servos through the BEC 
of the Engine Speed Controller (ESC), providing the data output to the UART port 
used by the communications system and processing the GPS data for accurate 
heading, position and speed. 
6.3.1. Receiver Inputs 
As discussed earlier in the paper, the receiver provides 5 input PWM signals 
from the ground radio through the receiver (Figure 22). These signals are 
aileron (Ch 1), elevator (Ch 2), motor (Ch 3), rudder (Ch 4) and mode select 
(Ch 5). However, the UDB3 only provides 4 PWM input channels. 
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Figure 21: Aurora 9 Transmitter and Optima 7 Receiver (7 output channels) 
In order to provide 5 input signals to the UDB3, either one of the auxiliary 
pins must be converted to an input pin, or the signals must be converted 
from PWM to PPM, allowing 5 inputs on a single input channel. In this 
project, PPM was selected as the internal input method, and a PWM/PPM 
converter was purchased through DIYdrones shown in Figure 22. This 
method allows connection of 5 PWM channels, converts them into a PPM 
stream, and sends them into the UDB3 board on a single input channel. 
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 This solution not only reduced the number of input pins required, but 
allowed the remaining input pins to covert from input to output in the code. 
A sample conversion from PWM to PPM for three of the five channels is 
shown in Figure 23. 
 
Figure 23: PWM to PPM Converter 
Figure 22: PWM to PPM converter 
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6.3.2. Control Surfaces 
The plane consists of 6 control surfaces, but 2 ailerons on each wing are tied 
together to create a larger control surface area on each wing, which 
improves control and performance. Therefore, the total number of control 
outputs for the system remains four. Each of the control servos requires a 3-
pin connection, PWM, Vcc and Gnd. Vcc and Gnd are bus bars connected 
throughout all PWM pins and receive 5V and 5A max from the Back Electric 
Current (BEC) of the ESC shown in Figure 24.  
 
The distributed 5V source provides the electromotive force to turn the servos 
appropriately for the given PWM signal.   
In all modes, the PPM signal received is parsed into separate PWM output 
waveforms based on the pulse order. This allows all PWM outputs of the 
UDB3 and one of the inputs to be used as PWM servo control signals. These 
options are all set in the options.h file. 
Figure 24: Engine Speed Controller 
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6.3.3. UART data output 
As discussed in the design and the Communications integration section, the 
UDB3 provides serial output stream at 19.2kbps through the UART pins on 
the board. This integration allows for medium range transmission of 
telemetry and GPS data to a ground control station. 
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7. Test Plans and Results 
The various tests performed to verify proper operation of the individual subsystems 
is crucial in determining proper function before integration. Once determined that 
the subsystems work on their own, integration tests must be performed before a 
test flight. The last test performed will be a flight with all the subsystems fully 
integrated. These processes will be discussed in detail along with an assessment of 
the results obtained. 
7.1. Communication System 
During the project a list of necessary tests were designed in order to insure the 
communication system was functioning properly. The tests ranged from a very 
basic communication link to an analysis of the overall system once integrated 
with the other subsystems. 
The first assessment was a basic loop back test which was performed to not only 
become familiar with the boards but to determine if each RF module was 
working. This test involved attaching each RF module to its own RS-232 board 
and antenna. Because the trial was performed in a room the small 900MHz half-
wave dipole antennas found in the development kit were used. The first RS-232 
was connected to a laptop through a serial to USB cable and powered with an 
additional cable. This would be considered the ground station side of the 
communication system. Once connected to the computer X-CTU was opened 
and under the modem configuration tab, the current settings were read from the 
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device.  The baud rate was altered for each test performed. After the setting 
changes have been made, the new settings were written to the module. These 
steps must be done to each radio modem before they can communicate. Once 
the configuration of each device was complete the second device was placed 
across the room and powered in a similar fashion. However, instead of being 
connected to a computer a loopback connector was attached to the RS-232 
board (figure 25).  
 
Figure 25: Loopback Range Test Configuration [4] 
The loopback adaptor allows the user to simulate accurate data flow. Essentially 
a test message is sent to the first board through the computer where it is then 
transmitted to the second device. The second device receives the message and 
then transmits it back due to the loopback connector. Once the message is back 
at the first device it is read into the software which then compares it to what was 
originally sent. If there are no errors in the message the test is considered as a 
“pass”. On the other hand if the message is different or if no message is received 
at all then the test will cause a “fail” [8]. The range test is also run through X-CTU 
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under the range test tab. The range test tab will also display a RSSI or received 
signal strength indicator which can help in determining the maximum range of 
the system (figure 26).  
 
Figure 26: X-CTU Running a Loopback Range Test [8] 
The next step in testing involves integrating the RF modules with the UAV V3 
development board and determining if both devices can still talk to one another. 
(The first device will remain connected to the laptop through the RS-232 board.) 
UAV V3 development board has both gyros and accelerometers that determine 
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the pitch, yaw, and roll of the board relative to the power up orientation. For this 
test the goal is to determine if that information can be transmitted back to the 
ground station. X-CTU can no longer be used for this analysis, instead a software 
that is designed to interpret this kind of telemetry data is required. 
QGroundControl can perform this task or HappyKillmore’s GCS.  
QGroundControl is a software application that is capable of taking in telemetry 
data and displaying it in an appropriate fashion. It works with Google Earth as 
well as other map sources to provide an accurate location of the aircraft when 
used with a GPS device. To ensure that the data being received by the ground 
station is accurate, rotate the IMU board and compare the telemetry data 
collected to the orientation of the board.   
Once the above two tests have been successful, the third task will be to replace 
the ground station antenna with the high gain antenna. The second device will 
remain connected to the UAV V3 development board and the antenna will 
remain unchanged. Similar tests to the ones mentioned above should be ran to 
ensure the integrity of the data was not affected by the antenna replacement. 
After the global positioning system has been tested it would be useful to run 
trials with the GPS, the IMU board, and the radio modems connected. Using the 
GCS the position of the plane should now be accurately depicted on the map. 
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Lastly, range tests should be performed to determine system constraints during 
flight. 
At the conclusion of the project the communication system was capable of 
sending telemetry data from the air vehicle to the ground station. The telemetry 
data included the pitch, roll, yaw of the aircraft as well as its position, heading, 
airspeed and throttle level. Communication was never lost throughout the entire 
flight test which was performed in an urban environment with the greatest 
range being over 1000 meters.  
7.2. Global Positioning System 
Computer level testing of the GPS unit was performed using the U-Center 6.10 
software from u-blox. An FTDI to USB connector was used and wires were 
soldered onto the DIY Drones connector in order to interface it with the FTDI to 
USB connector. Power is connected to red, Ground to black, Tx to orange and Rx 
to white (figure 27). 
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Figure 27: GPS to FTDI Wiring [6] 
U-Center displays the data that is being received by the GPS, the binary console 
may be used. The real-time GPS position coordinates, heading and altitude can 
be viewed on the far right side of the program. Google Earth was used to verify 
the coordinates provided by the u-blox software. The GPS was verified and 
tested under worst case conditions to function within the specified 
requirements. The direct computer GPS test was performed on a rainy day, 
within a building and still the real-time position was found to be within ten 
meters of the location. Once a strong lock was acquired the accuracy of location 
became less than two meters, verifying what was specified in the datasheet. 
Heading and velocity were tested by driving in a car and were confirmed to be 
consistent with the datasheet as well. Furthermore, heading and velocity were 
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tested and verified by driving and comparing the data with a known speed and 
heading. 
Testing was performed with three different GPS modules. The GS407, Remzibi 
GPS unit and the EM406 were all properly tested using U-Center (figure 28). [15] 
 
Figure 28: GPS Data Using U-Center Software [15] 
Next the GPS was tested using the communications system. The ground control 
system was used to interpret the incoming data from the communications 
system. The GCS is integrated with Google Maps and shows the real-time 
position and heading of the plane. Therefore the GPS could be verified by visual 
inspection.  
The U-blox receiver was verified to be working properly with the GCS, but the 
EM406 and Remzibi GPS modules did not perform as expected. Both 
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QGroundControl and HappyKillmore received mixed data from the units and 
could not properly interpret them to display location, velocity or heading.  
 
7.3. Instrumentation and Control 
All of the instrumentation and control tests require complete system integration 
prior to testing. Since the control system is responsible for producing all control 
surface signals and reporting telemetry and GPS data, the only valid tests for the 
system are mode-based tests that analyze the overall performance of the 
system, on the ground and/or in the air, for each mode. As such, the test plan 
and results for each mode were performed on the ground if possible prior to 
flight. 
7.3.1. Manual Mode Ground Test 
Manual mode ground tests occurred in two phases, pre-PPM and post-PPM. 
Due to the board configuration lacking 4 control outputs, only the post-PPM 
tests provided reasonable data with full control of all systems. Unlike the 
other two modes, Manual does not require GPS lock to operate properly. 
However, testing the GPS system was an integral part of testing throughout 
the project. 
In pre-PPM configuration, three control channel outputs were connected to 
the aileron, elevator and motor servos, and four input channels were 
connected to the input PPM. Unfortunately, in non-PPM mode, this 
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precludes rudder testing with the other control surfaces. This test ensures 
deflection in the control sticks of the RC radio create deflection in the 
appropriate servo-controlled surface. This test was performed for each servo, 
and each input and output channel of the UAV development board. The test 
completed successfully, with the notable exception that rudder control was 
unavailable without removing another control surface. 
Post-PPM/PWM installation, all control surfaces were tested and successful. 
Deflection in the radio controller provided appropriate deflection in the 
control. Increased throttle on the controller provided throttle to the motor. 
7.3.2. Stabilization Mode Ground Test 
Stabilized mode was not tested in non-PPM configuration. Stabilized mode 
requires GPS lock to activate. Once GPS lock is achieved, moving the plane in 
each of the axes can test stabilized mode. Pitching the plane up and down 
tests the elevator, rolling the plan tests the ailerons and yaw tests the 
rudder. Each of the control surfaces has a corresponding switch on the UDB3, 
which can reverse the direction of the corrective PWM signal if the behavior 
is reversed. For example, if the plane pitched up and the elevator deflected 
up, the switch is reversed and the attempt to pitch-stabilize will result in 
further pitch. While each of the control surfaces responded correctly to plane 
orientation changes, one defect in the code was found. If the plane rolls 
enough to invert (fly upside down) the gyros report a stable condition and 
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the ailerons stop adjusting. Fortunately, the airframe selected does not 
invert during flight due to long wingspan and flared wingtips. According to 
the code, the plane should not fly inverted. This is also selectable in 
options.h. 
7.3.3. Flight Test (All Modes) 
Unlike the ground tests, flight tests did not go smoothly at first. Before 
discussing the details of the flight test, there are several configuration 
options that need to be explained.  
The initial design of the project included solar panels for prolonged flight. 
Due to the low voltage rating of the solar cells, and the limited surface area 
of the wing, the team decided to operate the plane using the stock motor 
and ESC from a 2S LiPo battery, which provides 7.4V. The motor was rated 
for this voltage, and specifications allow operation at either 7.4V or 11.1V. 
However, with the extra payload the system was unable to generate enough 
power at 7.4V for sustained flight. Therefore, the first flight test resulted in a 
crash that required the replacement of the motor, battery and fuselage. 
The second flight test was performed after a new, more efficient motor was 
installed in the system. This motor provided 300 more revolutions per 
minute on the same power source. Further, to ensure enough power to 
provide stable, controlled flight, solar was removed from the project and an 
11.1V LiPo battery was used. The second flight test successfully proved 
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manual mode, but exhibited some unexpected characteristics in stabilized 
and autonomous mode. The plane appeared to be looping autonomously, 
and instead of heading for waypoints, targeting the ground. The pilot was 
able to recover the plane, and after several attempts, the test was stopped. 
Prior to the third flight test, several more modifications were required. First, 
the values for elevator control were increased to provide more deflection. 
Second, the maximum motor speed was limited to 85%. Lastly, the maximum 
pitch angle for climb was reduced from 25º to 15º.  Once again, all of the 
settings were verified with ground testing, and a third flight test was in order. 
The third flight test was successful. The plane was easily controlled in manual 
mode, stabilization mode provided pitch and roll stability while allowing 
rudder only turns and auto mode flew several waypoints over Cal Poly’s 
campus before resuming manual control for landing. 
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8. Failed Subsystems 
8.1. Solar 
The primary purpose for solar was to extend the flight time of the UAV. Current 
from the solar panels was going to trickle charge the battery while the plane is 
running. Solar panels acquired were rated and measured between 0.5 and 0.6 
volts per panel at two amps. The panels were stable voltage, varying current 
with respect to sunlight intensity. This is ideal as the voltage must be relatively 
constant in order to charge the battery. Initial design had the battery voltage at 
7.4 volts and estimated approximately 16 panels would need to be connected in 
series to achieve eight volts or higher to be on the safe side. The airframe 
acquired had ample wingspan to accommodate for the area needed to attach 
the solar panels. To account for the extra drag caused by the additional weight of 
the panels, a slightly overpowered motor was purchased. [13] 
Unexpectedly, the amount of throttle given from 7.4 volts was not enough to 
achieve flight even without the panels attached. Therefore, it was necessary to 
acquire an 11.1 volt Lithium Polymer battery. This higher voltage proved to 
provide ample power to achieve flight even with extra weight. However, in order 
to safely trickle charge this battery, approximately 24 solar panels would be 
necessary. The UAV does not have enough surface area to handle 24 solar 
panels. 
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Various other solar were considered to account for surface area problem. 
Unfortunately the other panels that were researched did not provide enough 
power to achieve a noticeable extension of flight time. 
 
8.2. Video 
The ability to record and send live video was a highly desirable function for this 
project. It enables for surveillance quite similar to that which would be used by 
military. The primary barrier that prevented this feature from being incorporated 
in the project is cost. Analog cameras were within budget, but antennas that can 
be used to transmit analog video operate at the same frequency as the 
communications system used for telemetry and GPS data. Another solution 
would be to use an analog to digital converter and share the communications 
system antenna with the telemetry and GPS data. However, it was found that an 
analog to digital converter that was small enough to fit the plane was 
considerably out of budget. [9] 
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9. Future Additions 
The next step for this project is to add the function of sending in new waypoints 
from ground station. This function would be extremely useful as it would not require 
the plane to land in order to reprogram it. Furthermore, a new airframe would be 
used to accommodate the extra surface area required by the solar and a new 
antenna would be used for the communications system to free up the frequency for 
analog video transmission. Finally, adding collision avoidance would be extremely 
useful. Although Google Earth is quite useful for finding GPS coordinates, it does not 
incorporate the height of buildings, trees, light poles or other obstacles. Therefore, a 
system that monitors incoming objects using this data to avoid these obstacles 
would be extremely useful. These additional functions would create a completely 
autonomous, extended flight time, collision avoidance, surveillance UAV. 
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10. Conclusion 
The unmanned aerial vehicle constructed is self-governing and flies to specific 
preprogrammed waypoints. This was achieved by the integration of the IMU, 
Communications Systems and the GPS with the Multiplex Cularis plane. Open source 
software called MatrixPilot v3.0 was utilized and slightly modified in order to achieve 
full functionality. The ground control station, HappyKillmore was used to observe 
flight dynamics as well as GPS data. Specific tests were performed before and after 
integration to ensure proper functionality. The final project was a success. 
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Appendices 
A. Parts List and Cost 
Parts Quanity Cost 
9XTend OEM RF Module Development kit 1 499 
PC906N Yagi Antenna 1 70 
RSPMA to N-male Connector Cable 1 27.88 
Serial to USB Cable 1 43.49 
EM-406/uBlox/MTK Adapter Cable 30 cm  1 2.25 
FTDI Cable 3.3V 1 17.95 
Break Away Headers – Straight 1 2.5 
uBlox Adapter 1 19.5 
Jumper Wires Premium 6" F/F Pack of 10  1 3.95 
50 Channel GS407 Helical GPS Receiver 1 89.95 
UAV V3 Development Board 4 149.95 
Cularis Glider 1  249  
PPM Encoder 1  30  
Hitec Aurora 9 Radio Controller 1 345 
Hitec Optima Receiver 1 60 
Hacker Engine Speed Controller 1 80 
Hacker A30-A16M V2 Motor 1 60 
Batteries (2S and 3S LiPo 4 160 
J and Y Aileron Harnesses 4 20 
Cularis Power Set 1 149 
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B. Schedule 
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options.h 6/9/11 5:25 PM
// This file is part of MatrixPilot.
//
//    http://code.google.com/p/gentlenav/
//
// Copyright 2009-2011 MatrixPilot Team
// See the AUTHORS.TXT file for a list of authors of MatrixPilot.
//
// MatrixPilot is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify
// it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by
// the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or
// (at your option) any later version.
//
// MatrixPilot is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
// but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
// MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the
// GNU General Public License for more details.
//
// You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License
// along with MatrixPilot.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
/////
// options.h
// Bill Premerlani's UAV Dev Board
// 
// This file includes all of the user-configuration for this firmware,
// with the exception of waypoints, which live in the waypoints.h file.
// 
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
/////
// Set Up Board Type
// GREEN_BOARD - Board is green and includes 2 vertical gyro daugter-boards
.
// RED_BOARD   - Board is red, and includes 2 vertical gyro daugter-boards.
// UDB3_BOARD  - Board is red, and includes a single, flat, multi-gyro 
daugter-board.
// See the MatrixPilot wiki for more details on different UDB boards.
// If building for UDB4, use the MatrixPilot-udb4.mcp project file.
#define BOARD_TYPE UDB3_BOARD
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
/////
// Select Clock Configuration (Set to CRYSTAL_CLOCK or FRC8X_CLOCK)
// CRYSTAL_CLOCK is the 16 MHz crystal.  This is the speed used in the past
, and may be
// more compatible with other add-ons. The CRYSTAL_CLOCK supports a maximum 
baud rate of 19200 bps.
// FRC8X_CLOCK runs the fast RC clock (7.3728 MHz) with 8X PLL multiplier, 
and supports much
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// faster baud rates.
#define CLOCK_CONFIG FRC8X_CLOCK
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
/////
// Use board orientation to change the mounting direction of the board.
// The following 4 orientations have the board parallel with the ground.
// ORIENTATION_FORWARDS:  Component-side up,   GPS connector front
// ORIENTATION_BACKWARDS: Component-side up,   GPS connector back
// ORIENTATION_INVERTED:  Component-side down, GPS connector front
// ORIENTATION_FLIPPED:   Component-side down, GPS connector back
// The following 2 orientations are "knife edge" mountings
// ORIENTATION_ROLLCW: Rick's picture #9, board rolled 90 degrees clockwise
,
// from point of view of the pilot
// ORIENTATION_ROLLCW180: Rick's pitcure #11, board rolled 90 degrees 
clockwise,
// from point of view of the pilot, then rotate the board 180 around 
the Z axis of the plane,
// so that the GPS connector points toward the tail of the plane
#define BOARD_ORIENTATION ORIENTATION_FORWARDS
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
/////
// Choose your airframe type:
//    AIRFRAME_STANDARD  Elevator, and Ailerons and/or Rudder 
control
//    AIRFRAME_VTAIL Ailerons(optional), and Elevator and Rudder 
as V-tail controls
//    AIRFRAME_DELTA Aileron and Elevator as Elevons, and Rudder
(optional)
// (Note that although AIRFRAME_HELI is also recognized, the code for this 
airframe type is not ready.)
#define AIRFRAME_TYPE AIRFRAME_STANDARD
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
/////
// Set this value to your GPS type.  (Set to GPS_STD, GPS_UBX_2HZ, or 
GPS_UBX_4HZ)
#define GPS_TYPE GPS_UBX_4HZ
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
/////
// Enable/Disable core features of this firmware
//
// Roll, Pitch, and Yaw Stabilization
// Set any of these to 0 to disable the stabilization in that axis.
#define ROLL_STABILIZATION_AILERONS 1
#define ROLL_STABILIZATION_RUDDER 0
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#define PITCH_STABILIZATION 1
#define YAW_STABILIZATION_RUDDER 1
#define YAW_STABILIZATION_AILERON 1
// Aileron and Rudder Navigation
// Set either of these to 0 to disable use of that control surface for 
navigation.
#define AILERON_NAVIGATION 1
#define RUDDER_NAVIGATION 1
// Altitude Hold
// Use altitude hold in stabilized mode?  In waypoint mode?
// Each of these settings can be AH_NONE, AH_FULL, or AH_PITCH_ONLY
//  - In waypoint mode, the target altitude is defined by the waypoints or 
logo program.
//  - In stabilized mode, when ALTITUDEHOLD_STABILIZED is set to 
AH_PITCH_ONLY, the target
// altitude is whatever altitude the plane was at when switched into 
stabilized mode.
//  - In stabilized mode, when ALTITUDEHOLD_STABILIZED is set to AH_FULL, 
the target
// altitude is determined by the position of the throttle stick on the 
transmitter.
// NOTE: even when set to AH_NONE, MatrixPilot will still try to stabilize 
pitch as long
// as PITCH_STABILIZATION is set to 1 above, but will not aim for any 
specific altitude.
#define ALTITUDEHOLD_STABILIZED AH_PITCH_ONLY
#define ALTITUDEHOLD_WAYPOINT AH_FULL
// Inverted flight
// Set these to 1 to enable stabilization of inverted flight in stabilized 
and/or waypoint modes.
#define INVERTED_FLIGHT_STABILIZED_MODE 0
#define INVERTED_FLIGHT_WAYPOINT_MODE 0
// Hovering
// Set these to 1 to enable stabilization of hovering in stabilized and/or 
waypoint modes.
#define HOVERING_STABILIZED_MODE 0
#define HOVERING_WAYPOINT_MODE 0
// Note: As of MatrixPilot 3.0, Dead Reckoning and Wind Estimation are 
automatically enabled.
// Camera Stabilization
// Set this value to 1, for camera to be stabilized using camera options 
further below.
#define USE_CAMERA_STABILIZATION 0
// Define MAG_YAW_DRIFT to be 1 to use magnetometer for yaw drift 
correction.
// Otherwise, if set to 0 the GPS will be used.
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#define MAG_YAW_DRIFT 0
// Racing Mode
// Setting RACING_MODE to 1 will keep the plane at a set throttle value 
while in waypoint mode.
// RACING_MODE_WP_THROTTLE is the throttle value to use, and should be set 
between 0.0 and 1.0.
// Racing performance can be improved by disabling CROSSTRACKING in 
waypoints.h.
#define RACING_MODE 0
#define RACING_MODE_WP_THROTTLE 1.0
// Set this to 1 if you want the UAV Dev Board to fly your plane without a 
radio transmitter or
// receiver. (Totally autonomous.)  This is just meant for debugging.  It 
is not recommended that
// you actually use this since there is no automatic landing code yet, and 
you'd have no manual
// control to fall back on if things go wrong.  It may not even be legal in 
your area.
#define NORADIO 0
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
/////
// Configure Input and Output Channels
//
// Use a single PPM input connection from the RC receiver to the UDB on RC 
input channel 4.
// This frees up RC inputs 3, 2, and 1 to act as RC outputs 4, 5, and 6.
// If you're not sure, leave USE_PPM_INPUT set to 0.
// PPM_NUMBER_OF_CHANNELS is the number of channels sent on the PWM signal.  
This is
// often different from the NUM_INPUTS value below, and should usually be 
left at 8.
// If PPM_ALT_OUTPUT_PINS is set to 0, the 9 available RC outputs will be 
sent to the
// following pins, in this order: Out1, Out2, Out3, In3, In2, In1, RE0, RE2
, RE4.
// With it set to 1, the RC outputs will be in this alternate 
configuration:
// Out1, Out2, Out3, RE0, RE2, RE4, In3, In2, In1.
#define USE_PPM_INPUT 1
#define PPM_NUMBER_OF_CHANNELS 8
#define PPM_SIGNAL_INVERTED 0
#define PPM_ALT_OUTPUT_PINS 0
// NUM_INPUTS: Set to 1-5 (or 1-8 when using PPM input)
//   1-4 enables only the first 1-4 of the 4 standard input channels
//   5 also enables E8 as the 5th input channel
#define NUM_INPUTS 5
// Channel numbers for each input.
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// Use as is, or edit to match your setup.
//   - If you're set up to use Rudder Navigation (like MatrixNav), then you 
may want to swap
//     the aileron and rudder channels so that rudder is CHANNEL_1, and 
aileron is 5.
#define THROTTLE_INPUT_CHANNEL CHANNEL_3
#define AILERON_INPUT_CHANNEL CHANNEL_1
#define ELEVATOR_INPUT_CHANNEL CHANNEL_2
#define RUDDER_INPUT_CHANNEL CHANNEL_4
#define MODE_SWITCH_INPUT_CHANNEL CHANNEL_5
#define CAMERA_PITCH_INPUT_CHANNEL CHANNEL_UNUSED
#define CAMERA_YAW_INPUT_CHANNEL CHANNEL_UNUSED
#define OSD_MODE_SWITCH_INPUT_CHANNEL CHANNEL_UNUSED
#define PASSTHROUGH_A_INPUT_CHANNEL CHANNEL_UNUSED
#define PASSTHROUGH_B_INPUT_CHANNEL CHANNEL_UNUSED
#define PASSTHROUGH_C_INPUT_CHANNEL CHANNEL_UNUSED
#define PASSTHROUGH_D_INPUT_CHANNEL CHANNEL_UNUSED
// NUM_OUTPUTS: Set to 3, 4, 5, or 6
//   3 enables only the standard 3 output channels
//   4 also enables E0 as the 4th output channel
//   5 also enables E2 as the 5th output channel
//   6 also enables E4 as the 6th output channel
//   NOTE: If USE_PPM_INPUT is enabled above, up to 9 outputs are available
.)
#define NUM_OUTPUTS 5
// Channel numbers for each output
// Use as is, or edit to match your setup.
//   - Only assign each channel to one output purpose
//   - If you don't want to use an output channel, set it to CHANNEL_UNUSED
//   - If you're set up to use Rudder Navigation (like MatrixNav), then you 
may want to swap
//     the aileron and runner channels so that rudder is CHANNEL_1, and 
aileron is 5.
// 
// NOTE: If your board is powered from your ESC through the throttle cable, 
make sure to
// connect THROTTLE_OUTPUT_CHANNEL to one of the built-in Outputs (1, 2, or 
3) to make
// sure your board gets power.
// 
#define THROTTLE_OUTPUT_CHANNEL CHANNEL_3
#define AILERON_OUTPUT_CHANNEL CHANNEL_1
#define ELEVATOR_OUTPUT_CHANNEL CHANNEL_2
#define RUDDER_OUTPUT_CHANNEL CHANNEL_4
#define AILERON_SECONDARY_OUTPUT_CHANNEL CHANNEL_UNUSED
#define CAMERA_PITCH_OUTPUT_CHANNEL CHANNEL_UNUSED
#define CAMERA_YAW_OUTPUT_CHANNEL CHANNEL_UNUSED
#define TRIGGER_OUTPUT_CHANNEL CHANNEL_UNUSED
#define PASSTHROUGH_A_OUTPUT_CHANNEL CHANNEL_UNUSED
#define PASSTHROUGH_B_OUTPUT_CHANNEL CHANNEL_UNUSED
#define PASSTHROUGH_C_OUTPUT_CHANNEL CHANNEL_UNUSED
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#define PASSTHROUGH_D_OUTPUT_CHANNEL CHANNEL_UNUSED
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
/////
// Servo Reversing Configuration
// Here you can choose which reversing switches use hardware switches, and 
hard code the rest.
// Note that your servo reversing settings here should match what you set 
on your transmitter.
// For any of these that evaluate to 1 (either hardcoded or by flipping a 
switch on the board,
// as you define below), that servo will be sent reversed controls.
#define AILERON_CHANNEL_REVERSED HW_SWITCH_1
#define ELEVATOR_CHANNEL_REVERSED HW_SWITCH_2
#define RUDDER_CHANNEL_REVERSED HW_SWITCH_3
#define AILERON_SECONDARY_CHANNEL_REVERSED 0 // Hardcoded to be unreversed
, since we have only 3 switches.
#define THROTTLE_CHANNEL_REVERSED 0 // Set to 1 to hardcode a 
channel to be reversed
#define CAMERA_ROLL_CHANNEL_REVERSED 0
#define CAMERA_PITCH_CHANNEL_REVERSED 0
#define CAMERA_YAW_CHANNEL_REVERSED 0
// Set this to 1 if you need to switch the left and right elevon or vtail 
surfaces
#define ELEVON_VTAIL_SURFACES_REVERSED 0
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
/////
// Mode Switch is ideally controlled by a 3-position switch on your 
transmitter.
// Often the Flap channel will be controlled by a 3-position switch.
// These are the thresholds for the cutoffs between low and middle, and 
between middle and high.
// Normal signals should fall within about 2000 - 4000.
#define MODE_SWITCH_THRESHOLD_LOW 2600
#define MODE_SWITCH_THRESHOLD_HIGH 3400
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
/////
// The Failsafe Channel is the RX channel that is monitored for loss of 
signal
// Make sure this is set to a channel you actually have plugged into the 
UAV Dev Board!
// 
// For a receiver that remembers a failsafe value for when it loses the 
transmitter signal,
// like the Spektrum AR6100, you can program the receiver's failsafe value 
to a value below
// the normal low value for that channel.  Then set the FAILSAFE_INPUT_MIN 
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value to a value
// between the receiver's programmed failsafe value and the transmitter's 
normal lowest
// value for that channel.  This way the firmware can detect the difference 
between a normal
// signal, and a lost transmitter.
//
// FAILSAFE_INPUT_MIN and _MAX define the range within which we consider 
the radio on.
// Normal signals should fall within about 2000 - 4000.
#define FAILSAFE_INPUT_CHANNEL THROTTLE_INPUT_CHANNEL
#define FAILSAFE_INPUT_MIN 1500
#define FAILSAFE_INPUT_MAX 4500
// FAILSAFE_TYPE controls the UDB's behavior when in failsafe mode due to 
loss of transmitter
// signal.  (Set to FAILSAFE_RTL or FAILSAFE_MAIN_FLIGHTPLAN.)
// 
// When using FAILSAFE_RTL (Return To Launch), the UDB will begin following 
the RTL flight plan
// as defined near the bottom of the waypoints.h or flightplan-logo.h files
.  By default, this
// is set to return to a point above the location where the UDB was powered 
up, and to loiter there.
// See the waypoints.h or flightplan-logo.h files for info on modifying 
this behavior.
// 
// When set to FAILSAFE_MAIN_FLIGHTPLAN, the UDB will instead follow the 
main flight plan as
// defined in either waypoints.h or flightplan-logo.h.  If the UDB was 
already in waypoint mode
// when it lost signal, the plane will just continue following the main 
flight plan without
// starting them over.  And if the transmitter is still in waypoint mode 
when the UDB sees it
// again, the UDB will still continue following the main flight plan 
without restarting.  If
// the UDB loses signal while not in waypoint mode, it will start the main 
flight plan from the
// beginning.
#define FAILSAFE_TYPE FAILSAFE_MAIN_FLIGHTPLAN
// When FAILSAFE_HOLD is set to 1, then once Failsafe has engaged, and you 
have subsequently
// regained your RC TX-RX connection, you will need to manually change the 
Mode Switch in order
// to exit Failsafe mode.  This avoids the situation where your plane flies 
in and out of range,
// and keeps switching into and out of Failsafe mode, which depending on 
your configuration,
// could be confusing and/or dangerous.
#define FAILSAFE_HOLD 0
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///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
/////
// Serial Output Format (Can be SERIAL_NONE, SERIAL_DEBUG, 
SERIAL_ARDUSTATION, SERIAL_UDB,
// SERIAL_UDB_EXTRA, or SERIAL_OSD_REMZIBI)
// This determines the format of the output sent out the spare serial port.
// Note that SERIAL_OSD_REMZIBI only works with GPS_UBX.
// SERIAL_UDB_EXTRA will add additional telemetry fields to those of 
SERIAL_UDB.
// SERIAL_UDB_EXTRA can be used with the OpenLog without characters being 
dropped.
// SERIAL_UDB_EXTRA may result in dropped characters if used with the XBEE 
wireless transmitter.
#define SERIAL_OUTPUT_FORMAT SERIAL_ARDUSTATION
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
/////
// On Screen Display
// OSD_VIDEO_FORMAT can be set to either OSD_NTSC, or OSD_PAL
// To hide the callsign, set OSD_CALL_SIGN to just {0xFF}
#define USE_OSD 0
#define OSD_VIDEO_FORMAT OSD_NTSC
#define OSD_SHOW_HORIZON 0
#define OSD_CALL_SIGN {0x95, 0x8B, 0x81, 0x8C, 0x8D, 
0x8E, 0xFF} // KA1BCD
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
/////
// Trigger Action
// Use the trigger to do things like drop an item at a certain waypoint, or 
take a photo every
// N seconds during certain waypoint legs.
// TRIGGER_TYPE can be set to TRIGGER_TYPE_NONE, TRIGGER_TYPE_SERVO, or 
TRIGGER_TYPE_DIGITAL.
// If using TRIGGER_TYPE_SERVO, set the TRIGGER_OUTPUT_CHANNEL above to 
choose which output channel
// receives trigger events, and set the TRIGGER_SERVO_LOW and 
TRIGGER_SERVO_HIGH values below.
// If using TRIGGER_TYPE_DIGITAL, the trigger will be on pin RE4.  In this 
case make sure to set
// NUM_OUTPUTS to be less than 6 to avoid a conflict between digital output 
and servo output on
// that pin.
// TRIGGER_ACTION can be: TRIGGER_PULSE_HIGH, TRIGGER_PULSE_LOW, 
TRIGGER_TOGGLE, or TRIGGER_REPEATING
// The trigger action output is always either low or high.  In servo mode, 
low and high are servo
// values set below.  In digital mode, low and high are 0V and 5V on pin 
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RE4.
// The action is triggered when starting on a waypoint leg that includes 
the F_TRIGGER flag (see the
// waypoints.h file).
// If set to TRIGGER_PULSE_HIGH or TRIGGER_PULSE_LOW, then the output will 
pulse high or low for the
// number of milliseconds set by TRIGGER_PULSE_DURATION.
// If set to TRIGGER_TOGGLE, the output will just switch from high to low, 
or low to high each time
// the action is triggered.
// If set to TRIGGER_REPEATING, then during any waypoint leg with F_TRIGGER 
set, high pulses will be
// sent every TRIGGER_REPEAT_PERIOD milliseconds.
// Note, durations in milliseconds are rounded down to the nearest 25ms.
#define TRIGGER_TYPE TRIGGER_TYPE_NONE
#define TRIGGER_ACTION TRIGGER_PULSE_HIGH
#define TRIGGER_SERVO_LOW 2000
#define TRIGGER_SERVO_HIGH 4000
#define TRIGGER_PULSE_DURATION 250
#define TRIGGER_REPEAT_PERIOD 4000
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
/////
// Control gains.
// All gains should be positive real numbers.
// SERVOSAT limits servo throw by controlling pulse width saturation.
// set it to 1.0 if you want full servo throw, otherwise set it to the 
portion that you want
#define SERVOSAT 1.0
// Aileron/Roll Control Gains
// ROLLKP is the proportional gain, approximately 0.25
// ROLLKD is the derivative (gyro) gain, approximately 0.125
// YAWKP_AILERON is the proportional feedback gain for ailerons in response 
to yaw error
// YAWKD_AILERON is the derivative feedback gain for ailerons in response 
to yaw rotation
// AILERON_BOOST is the additional gain multiplier for the manually 
commanded aileron deflection
#define ROLLKP 0.25
#define ROLLKD 0.125
#define YAWKP_AILERON 0.100
#define YAWKD_AILERON 0.2
#define AILERON_BOOST 1.0
// Elevator/Pitch Control Gains
// PITCHGAIN is the pitch stabilization gain, typically around 0.125
// PITCHKD feedback gain for pitch damping, around 0.0625
// RUDDER_ELEV_MIX is the degree of elevator adjustment for rudder and 
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banking
// AILERON_ELEV_MIX is the degree of elevator adjustment for aileron
// ELEVATOR_BOOST is the additional gain multiplier for the manually 
commanded elevator deflection
#define PITCHGAIN 0.150
#define PITCHKD 0.0625
#define RUDDER_ELEV_MIX 0.5
#define ROLL_ELEV_MIX 0.1
#define ELEVATOR_BOOST 0.5
// Neutral pitch angle of the plane (in degrees) when flying inverted
// Use this to add extra "up" elevator while the plane is inverted, to 
avoid losing altitude.
#define INVERTED_NEUTRAL_PITCH  8.0
// Rudder/Yaw Control Gains
// YAWKP_RUDDER is the proportional feedback gain for rudder navigation
// YAWKD_RUDDER is the yaw gyro feedback gain for the rudder in reponse to 
yaw rotation
// ROLLKP_RUDDER is the feedback gain for the rudder in response to the 
current roll angle
// MANUAL_AILERON_RUDDER_MIX is the fraction of manual aileron control to 
mix into the rudder when
// in stabilized or waypoint mode.  This mainly helps aileron-initiated 
turning while in stabilized.
// RUDDER_BOOST is the additional gain multiplier for the manually 
commanded rudder deflection
#define YAWKP_RUDDER 0.0625
#define YAWKD_RUDDER 0.5
#define ROLLKP_RUDDER 0.0625
#define MANUAL_AILERON_RUDDER_MIX 0.20
#define RUDDER_BOOST 1.0
// Gains for Hovering
// Gains are named based on plane's frame of reference (roll means ailerons
)
// HOVER_ROLLKP is the roll-proportional feedback gain applied to the 
ailerons while navigating a hover
// HOVER_ROLLKD is the roll gyro feedback gain applied to ailerons while 
stabilizing a hover
// HOVER_PITCHGAIN is the pitch-proportional feedback gain applied to the 
elevator while stabilizing a hover
// HOVER_PITCHKD is the pitch gyro feedback gain applied to elevator while 
stabilizing a hover
// HOVER_PITCH_OFFSET is the neutral pitch angle for the plane (in degrees) 
while stabilizing a hover
// HOVER_YAWKP is the yaw-proportional feedback gain applied to the rudder 
while stabilizing a hover
// HOVER_YAWKD is the yaw gyro feedback gain applied to rudder while 
stabilizing a hover
// HOVER_YAW_OFFSET is the neutral yaw angle for the plane (in degrees) 
while stabilizing a hover
// HOVER_PITCH_TOWARDS_WP is the max angle in degrees to pitch the nose 
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down towards the WP while navigating
// HOVER_NAV_MAX_PITCH_RADIUS is the radius around a waypoint in meters, 
within which the HOVER_PITCH_TOWARDS_WP
//                            value is proportionally scaled down.
#define HOVER_ROLLKP 0.05
#define HOVER_ROLLKD 0.05
#define HOVER_PITCHGAIN 0.2
#define HOVER_PITCHKD 0.25
#define HOVER_PITCH_OFFSET 0.0 // + leans towards top, 
- leans towards bottom
#define HOVER_YAWKP 0.2
#define HOVER_YAWKD 0.25
#define HOVER_YAW_OFFSET 0.0
#define HOVER_PITCH_TOWARDS_WP    30.0
#define HOVER_NAV_MAX_PITCH_RADIUS    20
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
/////
// Camera Stabilization and Targeting
// 
// In Manual Mode the camera is fixed straight ahead.
// In Stabilized Mode, the camera stabilizes in the pitch axis but 
stabilizes a constant yaw
// relative to the plane's frame of reference.
// In Waypoint Mode, the direction of the camera is driven from a flight 
camera plan in waypoints.h
// In all three flight modes, if you set CAMERA_*_INPUT_CHANNEL then the 
transmitter camera controls
// will override the camera stabilisation. This allows a pilot to override 
the camera stabilization dynamically
// during flight and point the camera at a specific target of interest.
// 
// To save cpu cycles, you will need to pre-compute the tangent of the 
desired pitch of the camera
// when in stabilized mode. This should be expressed in 2:14 format. 
// Example: You require the camera to be pitched down by 15 degrees from 
the horizon in stabilized mode.
// Paste the following line into a google search box (without the //)
// tan((( 15 /180 )* 3.1416 ))* 16384
// The result, as an integer, will be 4390. Change the angle, 15, for 
whatever angle you would like.
// Note that CAM_TAN_PITCH_IN_STABILIZED_MODE should not exceed 32767 
(integer overflows to negative).
#define CAM_TAN_PITCH_IN_STABILIZED_MODE   1433 // 1443 is 5 degrees of 
pitch. Example: 15 degrees is 4389
#define CAM_YAW_IN_STABILIZED_MODE   0 // in degrees relative to 
the plane's yaw axis.    Example: 0
// Camera values to set at installation of camera servos
// All number should be integers
#define CAM_PITCH_SERVO_THROW      95 // Camera lens rotation at 
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maximum PWM change (2000 to 4000), in degrees.          
#define CAM_PITCH_SERVO_MAX  85 // Max pitch up that plane 
can tilt and keep camera level, in degrees.  
#define CAM_PITCH_SERVO_MIN     -22 // Max pitch down that 
plane can tilt and keep camera level, in degrees. 
#define CAM_PITCH_OFFSET_CENTRED      38 // Offset in degrees of 
servo that results in a level camera.           
    // Example: 30 would mean 
that a centered pitch 
servo points the camera
// 30 degrees down from 
horizontal when looking 
to the front of the 
plane.
#define CAM_YAW_SERVO_THROW     350 // Camera yaw movement for 
maximum yaw PWM change (2000 to 4000) in Degrees. 
#define CAM_YAW_SERVO_MAX     130 // Max positive yaw of 
camera relative to front of plane in Degrees.      
#define CAM_YAW_SERVO_MIN    -130 // Min reverse  yaw of 
camera relative to front of plane in Degrees.   
#define CAM_YAW_OFFSET_CENTRED  11 // Yaw offset in degrees 
that results in camera pointing forward. 
// Camera test mode will move the yaw from + 90 degrees to + 90 degrees 
every 5 seconds. (180 degree turn around)
// That will show whether the CAM_PITCH_SERVO_THROW value is set correctly 
for your servo.
// Once the camera rotates correctly through 180 degrees, then you can 
adjust CAM_PITCH_OFFSET_CENTRED to center the camera.
// In Camera test mode, pitch angle changes permanently to 90 degrees down 
in stabilized mode, and  0 (level) in Manual Mode.
#define CAM_TESTING_OVERIDE       0 // Set to 1 for camera to 
move to test angles in stabilized mode.
#define CAM_TESTING_YAW_ANGLE   90 // e.g. 90 degrees. Will 
try to swing 90 degrees left, then 90 degrees right
#define CAM_TESTING_PITCH_ANGLE  90 // In degrees.
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
/////
// Configure altitude hold
// These settings are only used when Altitude Hold is enabled above.
// Min and Max target heights in meters.  These only apply to stabilized 
mode.
#define HEIGHT_TARGET_MIN 50.0
#define HEIGHT_TARGET_MAX 150.0
// The range of altitude within which to linearly vary the throttle
// and pitch to maintain altitude.  A bigger value makes altitude hold
// smoother, and is suggested for very fast planes.
#define HEIGHT_MARGIN 15
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// Use ALT_HOLD_THROTTLE_MAX when below HEIGHT_MARGIN of the target height.
// Interpolate between ALT_HOLD_THROTTLE_MAX and ALT_HOLD_THROTTLE_MIN
// when within HEIGHT_MARGIN of the target height.
// Use ALT_HOLD_THROTTLE_MIN when above HEIGHT_MARGIN of the target height.
// Throttle values are from 0.0 - 1.0.
#define ALT_HOLD_THROTTLE_MIN 0.25
#define ALT_HOLD_THROTTLE_MAX 0.85
// Use ALT_HOLD_PITCH_MAX when below HEIGHT_MARGIN of the target height.
// Interpolate between ALT_HOLD_PITCH_MAX and ALT_HOLD_PITCH_MIN when
// within HEIGHT_MARGIN of the target height.
// Use ALT_HOLD_PITCH_HIGH when above HEIGHT_MARGIN of the target height.
// Pitch values are in degrees.  Negative values pitch the plane down.
#define ALT_HOLD_PITCH_MIN -5.0
#define ALT_HOLD_PITCH_MAX  15.0
#define ALT_HOLD_PITCH_HIGH -15.0
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
/////
// Return To Launch Pitch Down in degrees, a real number.
// this is the real angle in degrees that the nose of the plane will pitch 
downward during a return to launch.
// it is used to increase speed (and wind penetration) during a return to 
launch.
// set it to zero if you do not want to use this feature.
// This only takes effect when entering RTL mode, which only happens when 
the plane loses the transmitter signal.
#define RTL_PITCH_DOWN 0.0
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
/////
// Hardware In the Loop Simulation
// Only set this to 1 for testing in the simulator.  Do not try to fly with 
this set to 1!
// See the MatrixPilot wiki for more info on using HILSIM.
// HILSIM_BAUD is the serial speed for communications with the X-Plane 
plugin.  Default is
// 19200, but 230400 is a good speedy option.  Make sure the X-Plane plugin
's Setup file has
// its speed set to match.
#define HILSIM 0
#define HILSIM_BAUD 19200
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
/////
// Flight Plan handling
//
// You can define your flightplan either using the UDB Waypoints format, or 
using UDB Logo
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// Set this to either FP_WAYPOINTS or FP_LOGO
// The Waypoint definitions and options are located in the waypoints.h file
.
// The Logo flight plan definitions and options are located in the 
flightplan-logo.h file.
#define FLIGHT_PLAN_TYPE FP_WAYPOINTS
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
/////
// Debugging defines
// The following can be used to do a ground check of stabilization without 
a GPS.
// If you define TestGains, stabilization functions
// will be enabled, even without GPS or Tx turned on. (Tx is optional)
// #define TestGains // uncomment this line if you 
want to test your gains without using GPS
// Set this to 1 to calculate and print out free stack space
#define RECORD_FREE_STACK_SPACE 0
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// This file is part of MatrixPilot.
//
//    http://code.google.com/p/gentlenav/
//
// Copyright 2009-2011 MatrixPilot Team
// See the AUTHORS.TXT file for a list of authors of MatrixPilot.
//
// MatrixPilot is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify
// it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by
// the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or
// (at your option) any later version.
//
// MatrixPilot is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
// but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
// MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the
// GNU General Public License for more details.
//
// You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License
// along with MatrixPilot.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
/////
// Waypoint handling
// Move on to the next waypoint when getting within this distance of the 
current goal (in meters)
#define WAYPOINT_RADIUS 5
// Origin Location
// When using relative waypoints, the default is to interpret those 
waypoints as relative to the
// plane's power-up location.  Here you can choose to use any specific, 
fixed 3D location as the
// origin point for your relative waypoints.
//
// USE_FIXED_ORIGIN should be 0 to use the power-up location as the origin 
for relative waypoints.
// Set it to 1 to use a fixed location as the origin, no matter where you 
power up.
// FIXED_ORIGIN_LOCATION is the location to use as the origin for relative 
waypoints.  It uses the
// format { X, Y, Z } where:
// X is Logitude in degrees * 10^7
// Y is Latitude in degrees * 10^7
// Z is altitude above sea level, in meters, as a floating point value.
// 
// If you are using waypoints for an autonomous landing, it is a good idea 
to set the altitude value
// to be the altitude of the landing point, and then express the heights of 
all of the waypoints with
// respect to the landing point.
// If you are using OpenLog, an easy way to determine the altitude of your 
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landing point is to
// examine the telemetry after a flight, take a look in the .csv file, it 
will be easy to spot the
// altitude, expressed in meters.
#define USE_FIXED_ORIGIN 0
#define FIXED_ORIGIN_LOCATION { -1206663350,  353050090, 30.0 } // A 
point in center of field at CalPoly
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
/////
// Waypoint definitions
// 
// Define the main course as:
// 
// const struct waypointDef waypoints[] = {
// waypoint1 ,
// waypoint2 ,
// etc.
// } ;
// 
// and the Failsafe RTL course as:
// 
// const struct waypointDef rtlWaypoints[] = {
// waypoint1 ,
// waypoint2 ,
// etc.
// } ;
// 
// A waypoint is defined as { { X , Y , Z } , F , CAM_VIEW }
// where X, Y, and Z are the three coordinates of the waypoint,
// F stores the flags/options for this waypoint,
// and CAM_VIEW is a 3D location to aim the camera as {CAM_X, CAM_Y, CAM_Z}
, or just
// CAM_VIEW_LAUNCH to aim the camera at the launch point.
// (This must be provided even if no camera is used.)
// 
// Each waypoint can be defined as either a Relative waypoint or an 
Absolute waypoint.
//
// For a Relative waypoint,
// X, Y, and Z are distances in meters, relative to the initialization 
location of the board.
// X is positive as you move east
// Y is positive as you move north
// Z is the height
// 
// For an Absolute waypoint,
// X is Longitude in degrees * 10^+7
// Y is Latitude in degrees * 10^+7
// Z is altitude in meters relative to the initialization location of the 
board.
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// As an example, the absolute waypoint { { -1219950467, 374124664, 100 }, 
F_ABSOLUTE } represents a point
// 100 meters above Baylands Park in Sunnyvale, CA, and will fly there 
normally (not inverted, etc.)
// ( Longitude = -121.9950467 degrees, Latitude = 37.4124664 degrees. )
// 
// Currently F can be set to: F_NORMAL, or any combination of:
// F_ABSOLUTE - Waypoints are Relative by default, unless F_ABSOLUTE 
is specified.
// 
// F_TAKEOFF - More quickly gain altitude at takeoff.
// F_INVERTED - Navigate to this waypoint with the plane upside down. 
(only if STABILIZE_INVERTED_FLIGHT is set to 1 in options.h)
// F_HOVER - Hover the plane until reaching this waypoint. (only 
if STABILIZE_HOVER is set to 1 in options.h)
//   NOTE: while hovering, no navigation is performed, and 
throttle is under manual control.
// F_LOITER - After reaching this waypoint, continue navigating 
towards this same waypoint.  Repeat until leaving waypoint mode.
// F_TRIGGER - Trigger an action to happen when this waypoint leg 
starts.  (See the Trigger Action section of the options.h file.) 
// F_ALTITUDE_GOAL - Climb or descend to the given altitude, then continue 
to the next waypoint.
// F_CROSS_TRACK - Navigate using cross-tracking.  Best used for longer 
waypoint legs.
// F_LAND - Navigate towards this waypoint with the throttle off.
// 
// 
// NOTE: Please be very careful when including inverted or hovering legs in 
a waypoints list.  Even if your plane does not fly well
//       in these orientations, or if you fly these legs without power, the 
UDB will keep on trying to maintain these orientations
//       which could lead to a crash.  If you try to manually recover from 
this behavior, remember to switch out of waypoiont mode
//       first, to avoid fighting the stabilization code.
// 
// 
// Camera View Points are now part of a waypoint definition file. The 
waypoint definition structure requires
// a camera viewpoint even if you do not have a camera on your plane. 
(until we move to having a flight
// planning language).  As a default, you can use the predefined 
CAM_VIEW_LAUNCH which points at { 0, 0, 0 }.
// 
// Camera Viewpoints are exactly like waypoint definitions. They define a 
point at which
// the camera will look in 3 dimensions. If you are using a waypoint 
relative to the initialisation of your 
// plane, then the camera viewpoint should also be relative e.g. "{ 32 , -2
2, 0 )".
// Camera waypoints can be absolute LAT and LONG, and camera target height 
is height above initalisation.
// This is the same as a fixed or absolute waypoint.
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// Finally, do not mix relative waypoints and absolute camera viewpoint in 
the same line. A line should
// either use both a fixed waypoint and fixed camera viewpoint, or both 
relative.
// 
// 
// You do not need to specify how many points you have, the compiler will 
count them for you.
// You can use the facilities of the compiler to do some simple 
calculations in defining the course.
//
// To use waypoints, make sure FLIGHT_PLAN_TYPE is set to FP_WAYPOINTS in 
options.h.
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
/////
// waypoints[]
// 
// By default the only waypoint is defined to be 75 meters above the 
starting point.
const struct waypointDef waypoints[] = {
//{ {  -98, -24, 1}, F_NORMAL,CAM_VIEW_LAUNCH},
//{ {  0, 0, 1}, F_NORMAL,CAM_VIEW_LAUNCH},
//Relative waypoints for fields
// { {  -175, 250, 75}, F_NORMAL,CAM_VIEW_LAUNCH},
// { {  -140, -140, 75}, F_NORMAL,CAM_VIEW_LAUNCH},
// { {  90, -140, 75}, F_NORMAL,CAM_VIEW_LAUNCH},
// { {  15, 130, 75}, F_NORMAL,CAM_VIEW_LAUNCH},
// { {  150, -750, 400}, F_NORMAL,CAM_VIEW_LAUNCH},
// { {  840, -690, 400}, F_NORMAL,CAM_VIEW_LAUNCH},
//Absolute coords for field
//{ {  -120666003, 353043580, 180}, F_ABSOLUTE,CAM_VIEW_LAUNCH},
//{ {  -120666708, 353057410, 180}, F_ABSOLUTE,CAM_VIEW_LAUNCH},
//{ {  -120666003, 353043580, 180}, F_ABSOLUTE,CAM_VIEW_LAUNCH},
//{ {  -120666708, 353057410, 180}, F_ABSOLUTE,CAM_VIEW_LAUNCH},
//Absolute coords for field
{ {  -120662059, 352996790, 140}, F_ABSOLUTE,CAM_VIEW_LAUNCH},
{ {  -120660705, 352998990, 140}, F_ABSOLUTE,CAM_VIEW_LAUNCH},
{ {  -120661664, 353009280, 140}, F_ABSOLUTE,CAM_VIEW_LAUNCH},
{ {  -120662059, 352996790, 240}, F_ABSOLUTE,CAM_VIEW_LAUNCH},
{ {  -120660705, 352998990, 240}, F_ABSOLUTE,CAM_VIEW_LAUNCH},
{ {  -120661664, 353009280, 240}, F_ABSOLUTE,CAM_VIEW_LAUNCH},
{ {  -120662950, 353006460, 240}, F_ABSOLUTE,CAM_VIEW_LAUNCH},
{ {  -120662059, 352996790, 140}, F_ABSOLUTE,CAM_VIEW_LAUNCH},
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{ {  -120660705, 352998990, 140}, F_ABSOLUTE,CAM_VIEW_LAUNCH},
{ {  -120661664, 353009280, 140}, F_ABSOLUTE,CAM_VIEW_LAUNCH},
{ {  -120662059, 352996790, 240}, F_ABSOLUTE,CAM_VIEW_LAUNCH},
{ {  -120660705, 352998990, 240}, F_ABSOLUTE,CAM_VIEW_LAUNCH},
{ {  -120661664, 353009280, 240}, F_ABSOLUTE,CAM_VIEW_LAUNCH},
{ {  -120662950, 353006460, 240}, F_ABSOLUTE,CAM_VIEW_LAUNCH},
{ {  -120662059, 352996790, 140}, F_ABSOLUTE,CAM_VIEW_LAUNCH},
{ {  -120660705, 352998990, 140}, F_ABSOLUTE,CAM_VIEW_LAUNCH},
{ {  -120661664, 353009280, 140}, F_ABSOLUTE,CAM_VIEW_LAUNCH},
{ {  -120666346, 353046280, 140}, F_ABSOLUTE,CAM_VIEW_LAUNCH},
{ {  -120666370, 353061750, 140}, F_ABSOLUTE,CAM_VIEW_LAUNCH},
{ {  -120666346, 353046280, 140}, F_ABSOLUTE,CAM_VIEW_LAUNCH},
{ {  -120666370, 353061750, 140}, F_ABSOLUTE,CAM_VIEW_LAUNCH}
} ;
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
/////
// rtlWaypoints[]
// 
// This set of waypoints describes what to do when entering RTL mode.
// By default the only RTL waypoint is defined to be at the starting point, 
and to fly there unpowered.
// 
// Note that this set of waypoints is only used if FAILSAFE_TYPE is set to 
FAILSAFE_RTL in options.h.
// 
// WARNING: If you set this not to include the F_LAND flag, then be very 
careful during ground testing
// and after flights, since turning off the transmitter will cause the 
throttle to come on.
const struct waypointDef rtlWaypoints[] = {
{ { 0, 0,  50 } , F_LOITER + F_LAND, CAM_VIEW_LAUNCH } ,
} ;
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
/////
// Example waypoint lists
//
// Here are more examples of waypoints lists, commented out.  Note that 
these are
// all definitions of waypoints[], and if you want to use any of these as 
rtl waypoints,
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// you'll have to change them to define rtlWaypoints[] instead of waypoints
[].
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
/////
// This is an example course that makes a 100 meter square, 75 meters above 
the starting point, and
// then takes a photo and lands.
// 
// We first go to the south east corner of the square.
// Then on to the north east corner.
// The plane then uses ailerons to flip upside down, and heads towards the 
north west corner.
// Then we flip back over and head back to the south west corner.  
// We then take a photo, turn off the motor and head towards the middle of 
the square.
// When we fly past the middle, we turn back towards the middle, still 
without throttle, over and over until "landing".
// 
// Note that this is not likely to be an especially smooth landing...
/*
const struct waypointDef waypoints[] = {
{ { 100,   0  , 75 } , F_NORMAL,   CAM_VIEW_LAUNCH } ,
{ { 100, 100  , 75 } , F_NORMAL,   CAM_VIEW_LAUNCH } ,
{ {   0, 100  , 75 } , F_INVERTED, CAM_VIEW_LAUNCH } ,
{ {   0,   0  , 75 } , F_NORMAL,   CAM_VIEW_LAUNCH } ,
{ {  50,  50  , 75 } , F_LOITER + F_TRIGGER + F_LAND, 
CAM_VIEW_LAUNCH } ,
} ;
*/
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
/////
// DIY Drones T3-2 Course
// 
// As a more complex example, here is the DIY Drones T3-2 contest course
// 
// Prior to flight, initialize the board at the center of the course.
/*
// CORNER is the absolute value of the X or Y coordinate at the corners of 
the course. 
#define CORNER 100
// CLEARANCE is an allowance for obstacles.
#define CLEARANCE 25
#define CAM_VIEW_2  { CORNER, CORNER, 0 } // Define a Camera ViewPoint to 
look at 100 ,100, 0
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// Here is the T3 course definition:
const struct waypointDef waypoints[] = {
{ {    CORNER  ,    CORNER  , CLEARANCE + 100 } , F_NORMAL, 
CAM_VIEW_LAUNCH } ,
{ {    CORNER  ,  - CORNER  , CLEARANCE +  75 } , F_NORMAL, 
CAM_VIEW_LAUNCH } ,
{ {  - CORNER  ,    CORNER  , CLEARANCE +  50 } , F_NORMAL, 
CAM_VIEW_LAUNCH } ,
{ {  - CORNER  ,  - CORNER  , CLEARANCE +  25 } , F_NORMAL, 
CAM_VIEW_LAUNCH } ,
{ {    CORNER  ,    CORNER  , CLEARANCE +  50 } , F_NORMAL, 
CAM_VIEW_LAUNCH } ,
{ {    CORNER  ,  - CORNER  , CLEARANCE +  75 } , F_NORMAL, 
CAM_VIEW_LAUNCH } ,
{ {  - CORNER  ,    CORNER  , CLEARANCE + 100 } , F_NORMAL, 
CAM_VIEW_LAUNCH } ,
{ {  - CORNER  ,  - CORNER  , CLEARANCE +  75 } , F_NORMAL, 
CAM_VIEW_2 } ,
{ {    CORNER  ,    CORNER  , CLEARANCE +  50 } , F_NORMAL, 
CAM_VIEW_2 } ,
{ {    CORNER  ,  - CORNER  , CLEARANCE +  25 } , F_NORMAL, 
CAM_VIEW_2 } ,
{ {  - CORNER  ,    CORNER  , CLEARANCE +  50 } , F_NORMAL, 
CAM_VIEW_2 } ,
{ {  - CORNER  ,  - CORNER  , CLEARANCE +  75 } , F_NORMAL, 
CAM_VIEW_2 } ,
} ;
*/
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// This file is part of MatrixPilot.
//
//    http://code.google.com/p/gentlenav/
//
// Copyright 2009-2011 MatrixPilot Team
// See the AUTHORS.TXT file for a list of authors of MatrixPilot.
//
// MatrixPilot is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify
// it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by
// the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or
// (at your option) any later version.
//
// MatrixPilot is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
// but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
// MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the
// GNU General Public License for more details.
//
// You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License
// along with MatrixPilot.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.
#include "defines.h"
#include "../libDCM/libDCM_internal.h" // Needed for access to internal DCM 
values
#define _ADDED_C_LIB 1 // Needed to get vsnprintf()
#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdarg.h>
union intbb voltage_milis = {0} ;
union intbb voltage_temp ;
volatile int trap_flags __attribute__ ((persistent));
volatile long trap_source __attribute__ ((persistent));
volatile int osc_fail_count __attribute__ ((persistent));
void sio_newMsg(unsigned char);
void sio_voltage_low( unsigned char inchar ) ;
void sio_voltage_high( unsigned char inchar ) ;
void sio_fp_data( unsigned char inchar ) ;
void sio_fp_checksum( unsigned char inchar ) ;
char fp_high_byte;
unsigned char fp_checksum;
void (* sio_parse ) ( unsigned char inchar ) = &sio_newMsg ;
#define SERIAL_BUFFER_SIZE 256
char serial_buffer[SERIAL_BUFFER_SIZE] ;
int sb_index = 0 ;
int end_index = 0 ;
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void init_serial()
{
#if ( SERIAL_OUTPUT_FORMAT == SERIAL_OSD_REMZIBI )
dcm_flags._.nmea_passthrough = 1;
#endif
udb_serial_set_rate(19200) ;
// udb_serial_set_rate(38400) ;
// udb_serial_set_rate(57600) ;
// udb_serial_set_rate(115200) ;
// udb_serial_set_rate(230400) ;
// udb_serial_set_rate(460800) ;
// udb_serial_set_rate(921600) ; // yes, it really will work at this rate
return ;
}
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
/////
// 
// Receive Serial Commands
//
void udb_serial_callback_received_byte(char rxchar)
{
(* sio_parse) ( rxchar ) ; // parse the input byte
return ;
}
void sio_newMsg( unsigned char inchar )
{
if ( inchar == 'V' )
{
sio_parse = &sio_voltage_high ;
}
#if ( FLIGHT_PLAN_TYPE == FP_LOGO )
else if ( inchar == 'L' )
#else
else if ( inchar == 'W' )
#endif
{
fp_high_byte = -1 ; // -1 means we don't have the high byte yet (0-
15 means we do)
fp_checksum = 0 ;
sio_parse = &sio_fp_data ;
flightplan_live_begin() ;
}
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else
{
// error ?
}
return ;
}
void sio_voltage_high( unsigned char inchar )
{
voltage_temp.BB = 0 ; // initialize our temp variable
voltage_temp._.B1 = inchar ;
sio_parse = &sio_voltage_low ;
return ;
}
void sio_voltage_low( unsigned char inchar )
{
voltage_temp._.B0 = inchar ;
voltage_temp.BB = voltage_temp.BB * 2 ; // convert to voltage
voltage_milis.BB = voltage_temp.BB ;
sio_parse = &sio_newMsg ;
return ;
}
char hex_char_val(unsigned char inchar)
{
if (inchar >= '0' && inchar <= '9')
{
return (inchar - '0') ;
}
else if (inchar >= 'A' && inchar <= 'F')
{
return (inchar - 'A' + 10) ;
}
return -1 ;
}
// For UDB Logo instructions, bytes should be passed in using the following 
format
// (Below, an X represents a hex digit 0-F.  Mulit-digit values are MSB 
first.)
// L begin remote Logo command
// XX byte: command
// XX byte: subcommand
// X 0-1: do fly
// X 0-1: use param
// XXXX word: argument
// * done with command data
// XX byte: checksum should equal the sum of the 10 bytes before the *, 
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mod 256
// 
// For example: "L0201000005*E8" runs:
// the DO command(02) for subroutine 01 with fly and param off(00) and an 
argument of 0005
// For classic Waypoints, bytes should be passed in using the following 
format
// (Below, an X represents a hex digit 0-F.  Mulit-digit values are MSB 
first.)
// W begin remote Waypoint command
// XXXXXXXX long: waypoint X value
// XXXXXXXX long: waypoint Y value
// XXXX word: waypoint Z value
// XXXX word: flags
// XXXXXXXX long: cam view X value
// XXXXXXXX long: cam view Y value
// XXXX word: cam view Z value
// * done with command data
// XX byte: checksum should equal the sum of the 44 bytes before 
the *, mod 256
// 
// For example: "W0000006400000032000F0200000000000000000000*67" 
represents:
// the waypoint { {100, 50, 15}, F_INVERTED, {0, 0, 0} }
// 
void sio_fp_data( unsigned char inchar )
{
if (inchar == '*')
{
fp_high_byte = -1 ;
sio_parse = &sio_fp_checksum ;
}
else
{
char hexVal = hex_char_val(inchar) ;
if (hexVal == -1)
{
sio_parse = &sio_newMsg ;
return ;
}
else if (fp_high_byte == -1)
{
fp_high_byte = hexVal * 16 ;
}
else
{
flightplan_live_received_byte(fp_high_byte + hexVal) ;
fp_high_byte = -1 ;
}
fp_checksum += inchar ;
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}
return ;
}
void sio_fp_checksum( unsigned char inchar )
{
char hexVal = hex_char_val(inchar) ;
if (hexVal == -1)
{
sio_parse = &sio_newMsg ;
}
else if (fp_high_byte == -1)
{
fp_high_byte = hexVal * 16 ;
}
else
{
unsigned char v = fp_high_byte + hexVal ;
if (v == fp_checksum)
{
flightplan_live_commit() ;
}
sio_parse = &sio_newMsg ;
}
return ;
}
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
/////
// 
// Output Serial Data
//
// add this text to the output buffer
void serial_output( char* format, ... )
{
va_list arglist ;
va_start(arglist, format) ;
int start_index = end_index ;
int remaining = SERIAL_BUFFER_SIZE - start_index ;
if (remaining > 1)
{
int wrote = vsnprintf( (char*)(&serial_buffer[start_index]), 
(size_t)remaining, format, arglist) ;
end_index = start_index + wrote;
}
if (sb_index == 0)
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{
udb_serial_start_sending_data();
}
va_end(arglist);
return ;
}
int udb_serial_callback_get_byte_to_send(void)
{
unsigned char txchar = serial_buffer[ sb_index++ ] ;
if ( txchar )
{
return txchar ;
}
else
{
sb_index = 0 ;
end_index = 0 ;
}
return -1;
}
#if ( SERIAL_OUTPUT_FORMAT == SERIAL_DEBUG )
void serial_output_8hz( void )
{
serial_output("lat: %li, long: %li, alt: %li\r\nrmat: %i, %i, %i, %i, %
i, %i, %i, %i, %i\r\n" ,
lat_gps.WW , long_gps.WW , alt_sl_gps.WW ,
rmat[0] , rmat[1] , rmat[2] ,
rmat[3] , rmat[4] , rmat[5] ,
rmat[6] , rmat[7] , rmat[8]  ) ;
return ;
}
#elif ( SERIAL_OUTPUT_FORMAT == SERIAL_ARDUSTATION )
extern int desiredHeight, waypointIndex ;
void serial_output_8hz( void )
{
unsigned int mode ;
struct relative2D matrix_accum ;
union longbbbb accum ;
int desired_dir_deg ;  // desired_dir converted to a bearing (0-360)
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long earth_pitch ; // pitch in binary angles ( 0-255 is 360 
degreres)
long earth_roll ; // roll of the plane with respect to earth 
frame
//long earth_yaw ; // yaw with respect to earth frame
accum.WW  = ( desired_dir * BYTECIR_TO_DEGREE ) + 32768 ;
desired_dir_deg  = accum._.W1 - 90 ; // "Convert UAV DevBoad Earth" to 
Compass Bearing
if ( desired_dir_deg < 0 ) desired_dir_deg += 360 ; 
if (flags._.GPS_steering == 0 && flags._.pitch_feedback == 0)
mode = 1 ;
else if (flags._.GPS_steering == 0 && flags._.pitch_feedback == 1)
mode = 2 ;
else if (flags._.GPS_steering == 1 && flags._.pitch_feedback == 1 && 
udb_flags._.radio_on == 1)
mode = 3 ;
else if (flags._.GPS_steering == 1 && flags._.pitch_feedback == 1 && 
udb_flags._.radio_on == 0)
mode = 0 ;
else
mode = 99 ; // Unknown
//  Roll
//  Earth Frame of Reference
matrix_accum.x = rmat[8] ;
matrix_accum.y = rmat[6] ;
earth_roll = rect_to_polar(&matrix_accum) ; // binary 
angle (0 - 256 = 360 degrees)
earth_roll = (-earth_roll * BYTECIR_TO_DEGREE) >> 16 ; // switch 
polarity, convert to -180 - 180 degrees
//  Pitch
//  Earth Frame of Reference
//  Note that we are using the matrix_accum.x
//  left over from previous rect_to_polar in this calculation.
//  so this Pitch calculation must follow the Roll calculation
matrix_accum.y = rmat[7] ;
earth_pitch = rect_to_polar(&matrix_accum) ; // binary 
angle (0 - 256 = 360 degrees)
earth_pitch = (-earth_pitch * BYTECIR_TO_DEGREE) >> 16 ; // switch 
polarity, convert to -180 - 180 degrees
// Yaw
// Earth Frame of Reference
// Ardustation does not use yaw in degrees
// matrix_accum.x = rmat[4] ;
// matrix_accum.y = rmat[1] ;
// earth_yaw = rect_to_polar(&matrix_accum) ; // binary 
angle (0 - 256 = 360 degrees)
// earth_yaw = (earth_yaw * BYTECIR_TO_DEGREE) >> 16 ; // switch 
polarity, convert to -180 - 180 degrees
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// The Ardupilot GroundStation protocol is mostly documented here:
//    http://diydrones.com/profiles/blogs/ardupilot-telemetry-protocol
if (udb_heartbeat_counter % 40 == 0)  // Every 8 runs (5 heartbeat 
counts per 8Hz)
{
serial_output("!!!LAT:%li,LON:%li,SPD:%.2f,CRT:%.2f,ALT:%li,ALH:%i,
CRS:%.2f,BER:%i,WPN:%i,DST:%i,BTV:%.2f***\r\n"
  "+++THH:%i,RLL:%li,PCH:%li,STT:%i,***\r\n",
lat_gps.WW / 10 , long_gps.WW / 10 , (float)(sog_gps.BB / 100.0
), (float)(climb_gps.BB / 100.0),
(alt_sl_gps.WW - alt_origin.WW) / 100, desiredHeight, (float)
(cog_gps.BB / 100.0), desired_dir_deg,
waypointIndex, tofinish_line, (float)(voltage_milis.BB / 100.0)
, 
(int)((udb_pwOut[THROTTLE_OUTPUT_CHANNEL] - udb_pwTrim
[THROTTLE_OUTPUT_CHANNEL])/20),
earth_roll, earth_pitch,
mode
) ;
}
else if (udb_heartbeat_counter % 10 == 0)  // Every 2 runs (5 heartbeat 
counts per 8Hz)
{
serial_output("+++THH:%i,RLL:%li,PCH:%li,STT:%i,***\r\n",
(int)((udb_pwOut[THROTTLE_OUTPUT_CHANNEL] - udb_pwTrim
[THROTTLE_OUTPUT_CHANNEL])/20),
earth_roll, earth_pitch,
mode
) ;
}
return ;
}
#elif ( SERIAL_OUTPUT_FORMAT == SERIAL_UDB || SERIAL_OUTPUT_FORMAT == 
SERIAL_UDB_EXTRA )
int telemetry_counter = 6 ;
#if ( SERIAL_OUTPUT_FORMAT == SERIAL_UDB_EXTRA )
int pwIn_save[NUM_INPUTS + 1] ;
int pwOut_save[NUM_OUTPUTS + 1] ;
#endif
extern int waypointIndex ;
#if (RECORD_FREE_STACK_SPACE == 1)
extern unsigned int maxstack ;
#endif
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void serial_output_8hz( void )
{
#if ( SERIAL_OUTPUT_FORMAT == SERIAL_UDB ) // Only run through this 
function twice per second, by skipping all but every 4 runs through it.
// Saves CPU and XBee power.
if (udb_heartbeat_counter % 20 != 0) return ;  // Every 4 runs (5 
heartbeat counts per 8Hz)
#elif ( SERIAL_OUTPUT_FORMAT == SERIAL_UDB_EXTRA )
// SERIAL_UDB_EXTRA expected to be used with the OpenLog which can take 
greater transfer speeds than Xbee
// F2: SERIAL_UDB_EXTRA format is printed out every other time, 
although it is being called at 8Hz, this
// version will output four F2 lines every second (4Hz updates)
#endif
switch (telemetry_counter)
{
// The first lines of telemetry contain info about the compile-time 
settings from the options.h file
case 6:
if ( _SWR == 0 )
{
// if there was not a software reset (trap error) clear the 
trap data
trap_flags = trap_source = osc_fail_count = 0 ;
}
serial_output("\r\nF14:WIND_EST=%i:GPS_TYPE=%i:DR=%i:BOARD_TYPE
=%i:AIRFRAME=%i:RCON=0x%X:TRAP_FLAGS=0x%X:TRAP_SOURCE=0x%
lX:ALARMS=%i:"  \
"CLOCK=%i:\r\n",
WIND_ESTIMATION, GPS_TYPE, DEADRECKONING, BOARD_TYPE, 
AIRFRAME_TYPE, RCON , trap_flags , trap_source , 
osc_fail_count, CLOCK_CONFIG ) ;
RCON = 0 ;
trap_flags = 0 ;
trap_source = 0 ;
osc_fail_count = 0 ;
break ;
case 5:
serial_output("F4:R_STAB_A=%i:R_STAB_RD=%i:P_STAB=%i:Y_STAB_R=%
i:Y_STAB_A=%i:AIL_NAV=%i:RUD_NAV=%i:AH_STAB=%i:AH_WP=%i:
RACE=%i:\r\n",
ROLL_STABILIZATION_AILERONS, ROLL_STABILIZATION_RUDDER, 
PITCH_STABILIZATION, YAW_STABILIZATION_RUDDER, 
YAW_STABILIZATION_AILERON,
AILERON_NAVIGATION, RUDDER_NAVIGATION, 
ALTITUDEHOLD_STABILIZED, ALTITUDEHOLD_WAYPOINT, 
RACING_MODE) ;
break ;
case 4:
serial_output("F5:YAWKP_A=%5.3f:YAWKD_A=%5.3f:ROLLKP=%5.3f:
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ROLLKD=%5.3f:A_BOOST=%3.1f:\r\n",
YAWKP_AILERON, YAWKD_AILERON, ROLLKP, ROLLKD, AILERON_BOOST 
) ;
break ;
case 3:
serial_output("F6:P_GAIN=%5.3f:P_KD=%5.3f:RUD_E_MIX=%5.3f:
ROL_E_MIX=%5.3f:E_BOOST=%3.1f:\r\n",
PITCHGAIN, PITCHKD, RUDDER_ELEV_MIX, ROLL_ELEV_MIX, 
ELEVATOR_BOOST) ;
break ;
case 2:
serial_output("F7:Y_KP_R=%5.4f:Y_KD_R=%5.3f:RLKP_RUD=%5.3f:
RUD_BOOST=%5.3f:RTL_PITCH_DN=%5.3f:\r\n",
YAWKP_RUDDER, YAWKD_RUDDER, ROLLKP_RUDDER , RUDDER_BOOST, 
RTL_PITCH_DOWN) ;
break ;
case 1:
serial_output("F8:H_MAX=%6.1f:H_MIN=%6.1f:MIN_THR=%3.2f:MAX_THR
=%3.2f:PITCH_MIN_THR=%4.1f:PITCH_MAX_THR=%4.1f:
PITCH_ZERO_THR=%4.1f:\r\n",
HEIGHT_TARGET_MAX, HEIGHT_TARGET_MIN, ALT_HOLD_THROTTLE_MIN
, ALT_HOLD_THROTTLE_MAX,
ALT_HOLD_PITCH_MIN, ALT_HOLD_PITCH_MAX, ALT_HOLD_PITCH_HIGH
) ;
break ;
default:
// F2 below means "Format Revision 2: and is used by a 
Telemetry parser to invoke the right pattern matching
// F2 is a compromise between easy reading of raw data in a 
file and not droppping chars in transmission.
#if ( SERIAL_OUTPUT_FORMAT == SERIAL_UDB )
unsigned int air_speed_3DIMU = 
vector3_mag ( IMUvelocityx._.W1 - estimatedWind[0] ,
IMUvelocityy._.W1 - estimatedWind[1] ,
IMUvelocityz._.W1 - estimatedWind[2]   ) ;
serial_output("F2:T%li:S%d%d%d:N%li:E%li:A%li:W%i:a%i:b%i:c%i:d
%i:e%i:f%i:g%i:h%i:i%i:c%u:s%i:cpu%u:bmv%i:"
"as%i:wvx%i:wvy%i:wvz%i:\r\n",
tow.WW, udb_flags._.radio_on, dcm_flags._.nav_capable, 
flags._.GPS_steering,
lat_gps.WW , long_gps.WW , alt_sl_gps.WW, waypointIndex,
rmat[0] , rmat[1] , rmat[2] ,
rmat[3] , rmat[4] , rmat[5] ,
rmat[6] , rmat[7] , rmat[8] ,
(unsigned int)cog_gps.BB, sog_gps.BB, (unsigned int)
udb_cpu_load(), voltage_milis.BB,
air_speed_3DIMU, estimatedWind[0], estimatedWind[1],
estimatedWind[2]) ;
// Approximate time passing between each telemetry line, even 
though
// we may not have new GPS time data each time through.
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if (tow.WW > 0) tow.WW += 500 ;
#elif ( SERIAL_OUTPUT_FORMAT == SERIAL_UDB_EXTRA )
if (udb_heartbeat_counter % 10 != 0)  // Every 2 runs (5 
heartbeat counts per 8Hz)
{
unsigned int air_speed_3DIMU = 
vector3_mag ( IMUvelocityx._.W1 - estimatedWind[0] ,
IMUvelocityy._.W1 - estimatedWind[1] ,
IMUvelocityz._.W1 - estimatedWind[2]   
) ;
serial_output("F2:T%li:S%d%d%d:N%li:E%li:A%li:W%i:a%i:b
%i:c%i:d%i:e%i:f%i:g%i:h%i:i%i:c%u:s%i:cpu%u:bmv%i
:"
"as%u:wvx%i:wvy%i:wvz%i:ma%i:mb%i:mc%i:svs%i:hd%i:",
tow.WW, udb_flags._.radio_on, dcm_flags._.nav_capable, 
flags._.GPS_steering,
lat_gps.WW , long_gps.WW , alt_sl_gps.WW, waypointIndex
,
rmat[0] , rmat[1] , rmat[2] ,
rmat[3] , rmat[4] , rmat[5] ,
rmat[6] , rmat[7] , rmat[8] ,
(unsigned int)cog_gps.BB, sog_gps.BB, (unsigned int)
udb_cpu_load(), voltage_milis.BB,
air_speed_3DIMU, estimatedWind[0], estimatedWind[1],
estimatedWind[2],
#if (MAG_YAW_DRIFT == 1)
magFieldEarth[0],magFieldEarth[1],magFieldEarth[2],
#else
(int)0, (int)0, (int)0,
#endif
svs, hdop ) ;
// Approximate time passing between each telemetry line, 
even though
// we may not have new GPS time data each time through.
if (tow.WW > 0) tow.WW += 250 ; 
// Save  pwIn and PwOut buffers for printing next time 
around
int i ;
for (i=0; i <= NUM_INPUTS; i++)
pwIn_save[i] = udb_pwIn[i] ;
for (i=0; i <= NUM_OUTPUTS; i++)
pwOut_save[i] = udb_pwOut[i] ;
}
else
{
int i ;
for (i= 1; i <= NUM_INPUTS; i++)
serial_output("p%ii%i:",i,pwIn_save[i]);
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for (i= 1; i <= NUM_OUTPUTS; i++)
serial_output("p%io%i:",i,pwOut_save[i]);
serial_output("imx%i:imy%i:imz%i:fgs%X:ofc%i:",IMUlocationx
._.W1 ,IMUlocationy._.W1 ,IMUlocationz._.W1,
 flags.WW, osc_fail_count );
#if (RECORD_FREE_STACK_SPACE == 1)
serial_output("stk%d:", (int)(4096-maxstack));
#endif
serial_output("\r\n");
}
#endif
if (flags._.f13_print_req == 1)
{
// The F13 line of telemetry is printed when origin has 
been captured and inbetween F2 lines in 
SERIAL_UDB_EXTRA
#if ( SERIAL_OUTPUT_FORMAT == SERIAL_UDB_EXTRA )
if (udb_heartbeat_counter % 10 != 0) return ;
#endif
serial_output("F13:week%i:origN%li:origE%li:origA%li:\r\n", 
week_no, lat_origin.WW, long_origin.WW, alt_origin) ;
flags._.f13_print_req = 0 ;
}
return ;
}
telemetry_counter-- ;
return ;
}
#elif ( SERIAL_OUTPUT_FORMAT == SERIAL_OSD_REMZIBI )
void serial_output_8hz( void )
{
// TODO: Output interesting information for OSD.
// But first we'll have to implement a buffer for passthrough 
characters to avoid
// output corruption, or generate NMEA ourselves here.
return ;
}
#elif ( SERIAL_OUTPUT_FORMAT == SERIAL_MAGNETOMETER )
extern void rxMagnetometer(void) ;
extern int udb_magFieldBody[3] ;
extern unsigned char magreg[6] ;
extern int magFieldEarth[3] ;
extern int udb_magOffset[3] ;
extern int magGain[3] ;
extern int offsetDelta[3] ;
extern int rawMagCalib[3] ;
extern int magMessage ;
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extern union longww HHIntegral ;
#define OFFSETSHIFT 1
extern int I2ERROR ;
extern int I2messages ;
extern int I2interrupts ;
/*
void serial_output_8hz( void )
{
serial_output("MagMessage: %i\r\nI2CCON: %X, I2CSTAT: %X, I2ERROR: %X\r
\nMessages: %i\r\nInterrupts: %i\r\n\r\n" ,
magMessage ,
I2CCON , I2CSTAT , I2ERROR ,
I2messages, I2interrupts ) ;
return ;
}
*/
void serial_output_8hz( void )
{
if (udb_heartbeat_counter % 10 == 0) // Every 2 runs (5 heartbeat 
counts per 8Hz)
{
serial_output("MagOffset: %i, %i, %i\r\nMagBody: %i, %i, %i\r\
nMagEarth: %i, %i, %i\r\nMagGain: %i, %i, %i\r\nCalib: %i, %i, 
%i\r\nMagMessage: %i\r\nTotalMsg: %i\r\nI2CCON: %X, I2CSTAT: %X
, I2ERROR: %X\r\n\r\n" ,
udb_magOffset[0]>>OFFSETSHIFT , udb_magOffset[1]>>OFFSETSHIFT , 
udb_magOffset[2]>>OFFSETSHIFT ,
udb_magFieldBody[0] , udb_magFieldBody[1] , udb_magFieldBody[2] 
,
magFieldEarth[0] , magFieldEarth[1] , magFieldEarth[2] ,
magGain[0] , magGain[1] , magGain[2] ,
rawMagCalib[0] , rawMagCalib[1] , rawMagCalib[2] ,
magMessage ,
I2messages ,
I2CCON , I2CSTAT , I2ERROR ) ;
}
return ;
}
#else // If SERIAL_OUTPUT_FORMAT is set to SERIAL_NONE, or is not set
void serial_output_8hz( void )
{
return ;
}
#endif
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// This file is part of MatrixPilot.
//
//    http://code.google.com/p/gentlenav/
//
// Copyright 2009-2011 MatrixPilot Team
// See the AUTHORS.TXT file for a list of authors of MatrixPilot.
//
// MatrixPilot is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify
// it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by
// the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or
// (at your option) any later version.
//
// MatrixPilot is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
// but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
// MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the
// GNU General Public License for more details.
//
// You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License
// along with MatrixPilot.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.
#include "libDCM_internal.h"
#if ( GPS_TYPE == GPS_UBX_2HZ || GPS_TYPE == GPS_UBX_4HZ )
// Parse the GPS messages, using the binary interface.
// The parser uses a state machine implemented via a pointer to a function
.
// Binary values received from the GPS are directed to program variables 
via a table
// of pointers to the variable locations.
// Unions of structures are used to be able to access the variables as 
long, ints, or bytes.
union intbb payloadlength ;
union intbb checksum;
unsigned int msg_class;
unsigned int msg_id;
unsigned int ack_class;
unsigned int ack_id;
unsigned int ack_type;
unsigned char CK_A;
unsigned char CK_B;
void msg_B3( unsigned char inchar ) ;
void msg_SYNC1( unsigned char inchar ) ;
void msg_SYNC2( unsigned char inchar ) ;
void msg_CLASS( unsigned char inchar ) ;
void msg_ID( unsigned char inchar ) ;
void msg_PL1( unsigned char inchar ) ;
void msg_POSLLH( unsigned char inchar ) ;
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void msg_DOP( unsigned char inchar ) ;
void msg_SOL( unsigned char inchar ) ;
void msg_VELNED( unsigned char inchar ) ;
void msg_CS1( unsigned char inchar ) ;
#if ( HILSIM == 1 )
void msg_BODYRATES( unsigned char inchar ) ;
#endif
void msg_MSGU( unsigned char inchar ) ;
void msg_ACK_CLASS( unsigned char inchar );
void msg_ACK_ID( unsigned char inchar );
// void bin_out( char outchar );
const char bin_mode_withnmea[]  = "$PUBX,41,1,0003,0003,19200,0*21\r\n" ; /
/ turn on UBX + NMEA, 19200 baud
const char bin_mode_nonmea[]  = "$PUBX,41,1,0003,0001,19200,0*23\r\n" ; // 
turn on UBX only, 19200 baud
const char disable_GSV[] = "$PUBX,40,GSV,0,0,0,0,0,0*59\r\n" ; //Disable 
the $GPGSV NMEA message
const char disable_VTG[] = "$PUBX,40,VTG,0,0,0,0,0,0*5E\r\n" ; //Disable 
the $GPVTG NMEA message
const char disable_GLL[] = "$PUBX,40,GLL,0,0,0,0,0,0*5C\r\n" ; //Disable 
the $GPGLL NMEA message
const char disable_GSA[] = "$PUBX,40,GSA,0,0,0,0,0,0*4E\r\n" ; //Disable 
the $GPGSA NMEA message
#if ( GPS_TYPE == GPS_UBX_4HZ )
const unsigned char set_rate[] =  { 0xB5, 0x62, // Header
0x06, 0x08, // ID
0x06, 0x00, // Payload Length
0xFA, 0x00, // measRate
0x01, 0x00, // navRate
0x01, 0x00, // timeRef
0x10, 0x96};// Checksum
#else
const unsigned char set_rate[] =  { 0xB5, 0x62, // Header
0x06, 0x08, // ID
0x06, 0x00, // Payload Length
0xF4, 0x01, // measRate
0x01, 0x00, // navRate
0x01, 0x00, // timeRef
0x0B, 0x77};// Checksum
#endif
const unsigned char enable_UBX_only[] ={0xB5, 0x62, // 
Header
0x06, 0x00, // ID
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0x14, 0x00, // 
Payload length
0x01, // Port 
ID
0x00, // res0
0x00, 0x00, // res1
0xD0, 0x08, 0x00, 0x00, // mode
0x00, 0x4B, 0x00, 0x00, // 
baudrate
0x03, 0x00, // 
inProtoMask
0x01, 0x00, // 
outProtoMask
0x00, 0x00, // 
Flags - reserved, set to 0
0x00, 0x00, // Pad 
- reserved, set to 0
0x42, 0x2B // 
checksum
};
const unsigned char enable_UBX_NMEA[] ={0xB5, 0x62, // 
Header
0x06, 0x00, // ID
0x14, 0x00, // 
Payload length
0x01, // Port 
ID
0x00, // res0
0x00, 0x00, // res1
0xD0, 0x08, 0x00, 0x00, // mode
0x00, 0x4B, 0x00, 0x00, // 
baudrate
0x03, 0x00, // 
inProtoMask
0x03, 0x00, // 
outProtoMask
0x00, 0x00, // 
Flags - reserved, set to 0
0x00, 0x00, // Pad 
- reserved, set to 0
0x44, 0x37 // 
checksum
};
const unsigned char enable_NAV_SOL[] = {0xB5, 0x62, // 
Header
0x06, 0x01, // ID
0x08, 0x00, // 
Payload length
0x01, // NAV 
message class
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0x06, // SOL 
message ID
0x00, // Rate 
on I2C
0x01, // Rate 
on UART 1
0x00, // Rate 
on UART 2
0x00, // Rate 
on USB
0x00, // Rate 
on SPI
0x00, // Rate 
on ???
0x17, 0xDA // 
Checksum
};
const unsigned char enable_NAV_POSLLH[] = {0xB5, 0x62, // 
Header
0x06, 0x01, // ID
0x08, 0x00, // 
Payload length
0x01, // NAV 
message class
0x02, // 
POSLLH message ID
0x00, // Rate 
on I2C
0x01, // Rate 
on UART 1
0x00, // Rate 
on UART 2
0x00, // Rate 
on USB
0x00, // Rate 
on SPI
0x00, // Rate 
on ???
0x13, 0xBE // 
Checksum
};
const unsigned char enable_NAV_VELNED[] = {0xB5, 0x62, // 
Header
0x06, 0x01, // ID
0x08, 0x00, // 
Payload length
0x01, // NAV 
message class
0x12, // 
VELNED message ID
0x00, // Rate 
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on I2C
0x01, // Rate 
on UART 1
0x00, // Rate 
on UART 2
0x00, // Rate 
on USB
0x00, // Rate 
on SPI
0x00, // Rate 
on ???
0x23, 0x2E // 
Checksum
};
#if ( GPS_TYPE == GPS_UBX_4HZ )
const unsigned char enable_NAV_DOP[] = {0xB5, 0x62, // 
Header
0x06, 0x01, // ID
0x08, 0x00, // 
Payload length
0x01, // NAV 
message class
0x04, // DOP 
message ID
0x00, // Rate 
on I2C
0x04, // Rate 
on UART 1
0x00, // Rate 
on UART 2
0x00, // Rate 
on USB
0x00, // Rate 
on SPI
0x00, // Rate 
on ???
0x18, 0xDB // 
Checksum
};
#else
const unsigned char enable_NAV_DOP[] = {0xB5, 0x62, // 
Header
0x06, 0x01, // ID
0x08, 0x00, // 
Payload length
0x01, // NAV 
message class
0x04, // DOP 
message ID
0x00, // Rate 
on I2C
0x02, // Rate 
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on UART 1
0x00, // Rate 
on UART 2
0x00, // Rate 
on USB
0x00, // Rate 
on SPI
0x00, // Rate 
on ???
0x16, 0xD1 // 
Checksum
};
#endif
const unsigned char enable_SBAS[] =    {0xB5, 0x62, // 
Header
0x06, 0x16, // ID
0x08, 0x00, // 
Payload length
0x01, // 
Enable SBAS
0x03, // 
0x01, // 
0x00, // 
0x00, // 
0x00, // 
0x00, // 
0x00, // 
0x29, 0xAD // 
Checksum
};
const unsigned char config_NAV5[] =    {0xB5, 0x62, // 
Header
0x06, 0x24, // ID
0x24, 0x00, // 
Payload length
0xFF, 0xFF, //
0x04, // 
Dynamic Model Number
0x02, //
0x00, 0x00, //
0x00, 0x00, //
0x10, 0x27, //
0x00, 0x00, //
0x05, 0x00, //
0xFA, 0x00, //
0xFA, 0x00, //
0x64, 0x00, //
0x2C, 0x01, //
0x00, 0x00, //
0x00, 0x00, //
0x00, 0x00, //
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0x00, 0x00, //
0x00, 0x00, //
0x00, 0x00, //
0x00, 0x00, //
0x13, 0x77 // 
Checksum
};
const unsigned int  set_rate_length = 14 ;
const unsigned int  enable_NAV_SOL_length = 16 ;
const unsigned int  enable_NAV_POSLLH_length = 16 ;
const unsigned int  enable_NAV_VELNED_length = 16 ;
const unsigned int  enable_NAV_DOP_length = 16 ;
const unsigned int  enable_UBX_only_length = 28;
const unsigned int  enable_SBAS_length = 16;
const unsigned int  config_NAV5_length = 44;
void (* msg_parse ) ( unsigned char inchar ) = &msg_B3 ;
unsigned char un ;
union longbbbb xpg_ , ypg_ , zpg_ ;
union longbbbb  xvg_ , yvg_ , zvg_ ;
unsigned char  mode1_ , mode2_ , svs_, nav_valid_ ;
union longbbbb lat_gps_ , long_gps_ , alt_sl_gps_ ;
union longbbbb  sog_gps_ , cog_gps_ , climb_gps_ , tow_ ;
union intbb   hdop_ , week_no_ ;
#if ( HILSIM == 1 )
union intbb u_dot_sim_, v_dot_sim_, w_dot_sim_ ;
union intbb u_dot_sim, v_dot_sim, w_dot_sim ;
union intbb p_sim_, q_sim_, r_sim_ ;
union intbb p_sim, q_sim, r_sim ;
void commit_bodyrate_data(void) ;
#endif
unsigned char svsmin = 24 ;
unsigned char svsmax = 0 ;
unsigned char * const msg_SOL_parse[] = {
            &tow_.__.B0 , &tow_.__.B1 , &tow_.__.B2 , &tow_.__.B3, //iTOW
&un, &un, &un, &un, //fTOW
&week_no_._.B0, &week_no_._.B1, //week
&nav_valid_ , //
gpsFix
&un, //flags
&xpg_.__.B0 , &xpg_.__.B1 , &xpg_.__.B2 , &xpg_.__.B3 , //ecefX
&ypg_.__.B0 , &ypg_.__.B1 , &ypg_.__.B2 , &ypg_.__.B3 , //ecefY
&zpg_.__.B0 , &zpg_.__.B1 , &zpg_.__.B2 , &zpg_.__.B3 , //ecefZ
&un, &un, &un, &un, //pAcc
&xvg_.__.B0 , &xvg_.__.B1 , &xvg_.__.B2 , &xvg_.__.B3 , //
ecefVX
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&yvg_.__.B0 , &yvg_.__.B1 , &yvg_.__.B2 , &yvg_.__.B3 , //
ecefVY
&zvg_.__.B0 , &zvg_.__.B1 , &zvg_.__.B2 , &zvg_.__.B3 , //
ecefVZ
&un, &un, &un, &un, //sACC
&un, &un, //pDOP
&un, //res1
&svs_ , //numSV
&un, &un, &un, &un, //res2
};
unsigned char * const msg_DOP_parse[] = {
&un, &un, &un, &un, //iTOW
&un, &un, //gDOP
&un, &un, //pDOP
&un, &un, //tDOP
&un, &un, //vDOP
&hdop_._.B0, &hdop_._.B1, //hDOP
&un, &un, //nDOP
&un, &un, //eDOP
};
unsigned char * const msg_POSLLH_parse[] = {
&un, &un, &un, &un, 
//iTOW
&long_gps_.__.B0 , &long_gps_.__.B1 , &long_gps_.__.B2 , &
long_gps_.__.B3 , //lon
&lat_gps_.__.B0  , &lat_gps_.__.B1  , &lat_gps_.__.B2  , &
lat_gps_.__.B3 , //lat
&un, &un, &un, &un, 
//height
&alt_sl_gps_.__.B0 , &alt_sl_gps_.__.B1 , &alt_sl_gps_.__.B2 , 
&alt_sl_gps_.__.B3 , //hMSL
&un, &un, &un, &un, 
//hAcc
&un, &un, &un, &un, 
//vAcc
};
unsigned char * const msg_VELNED_parse[] = {
&un, &un, &un, &un, 
//iTOW
&un, &un, &un, &un, 
//velN
&un, &un, &un, &un, 
//velE
&climb_gps_.__.B0, &climb_gps_.__.B1, &climb_gps_.__.B2, &
climb_gps_.__.B3, //velD
&un, &un, &un, &un, 
//speed
&sog_gps_.__.B0, &sog_gps_.__.B1, &sog_gps_.__.B2, &sog_gps_.__
.B3, //gSpeed
&cog_gps_.__.B0, &cog_gps_.__.B1, &cog_gps_.__.B2, &cog_gps_.__
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.B3, //heading
&un, &un, &un, &un, 
//sAcc
&un, &un, &un, &un,
//cAcc
};
#if ( HILSIM == 1 )
// These are the data being delivered from the hardware-in-the-loop 
simulator
unsigned char * const msg_BODYRATES_parse[] = {
&p_sim_._.B0, &p_sim_._.B1, // roll 
rate
&q_sim_._.B0, &q_sim_._.B1, // 
pitch rate
&r_sim_._.B0, &r_sim_._.B1, // yaw 
rate
&u_dot_sim_._.B0, &u_dot_sim_._.B1, // x 
accel (body frame)
&v_dot_sim_._.B0, &v_dot_sim_._.B1, // y 
accel (body frame)
&w_dot_sim_._.B0, &w_dot_sim_._.B1, // z 
accel (body frame)
};
#endif
void gps_startup_sequence(int gpscount)
{
if (gpscount == 980)
{
#if (HILSIM == 1)
udb_gps_set_rate(HILSIM_BAUD) ;
#else
udb_gps_set_rate(9600) ;
#endif
}
else if (dcm_flags._.nmea_passthrough && gpscount == 200)
gpsoutline( (char*)disable_GSV );
else if (dcm_flags._.nmea_passthrough && gpscount == 190)
gpsoutline( (char*)disable_GSA );
else if (dcm_flags._.nmea_passthrough && gpscount == 180)
gpsoutline( (char*)disable_GLL );
else if (dcm_flags._.nmea_passthrough && gpscount == 170)
gpsoutline( (char*)disable_VTG );
else if (dcm_flags._.nmea_passthrough && gpscount == 160)
//set the UBX to use binary and nmea
gpsoutline( (char*)bin_mode_withnmea );
else if (!dcm_flags._.nmea_passthrough && gpscount == 160)
//set the UBX to use binary mode
gpsoutline( (char*)bin_mode_nonmea );
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#if (HILSIM != 1)
else if (gpscount == 150)
udb_gps_set_rate(19200);
#endif
else if (gpscount == 140)
gpsoutbin( set_rate_length, set_rate );
else if (gpscount == 130)
// command GPS to select which messages are sent, using UBX 
interface
gpsoutbin( enable_NAV_SOL_length, enable_NAV_SOL );
else if (gpscount == 120)
gpsoutbin( enable_NAV_POSLLH_length, enable_NAV_POSLLH );
else if (gpscount == 110)
gpsoutbin( enable_NAV_VELNED_length, enable_NAV_VELNED );
else if (gpscount == 100)
gpsoutbin( enable_NAV_DOP_length, enable_NAV_DOP );
else if (dcm_flags._.nmea_passthrough && gpscount == 90)
gpsoutbin( enable_UBX_only_length, enable_UBX_NMEA );
else if (!dcm_flags._.nmea_passthrough && gpscount == 90)
gpsoutbin( enable_UBX_only_length, enable_UBX_only );
else if (gpscount == 80)
gpsoutbin( enable_SBAS_length, enable_SBAS );
else if (gpscount == 70)
gpsoutbin( config_NAV5_length, config_NAV5 );
return ;
}
boolean gps_nav_valid(void)
{
return (nav_valid_ == 3);
}
/*
int hex_count = 0 ;
const char convert[] = "0123456789ABCDEF" ;
const char endchar = 0xB5 ;
void hex_out( char outchar )
// Used for debugging purposes, converts to HEX and outputs to the 
debugging USART
// Only the first 5 bytes following a B3 are displayed.
{
if ( hex_count > 0 ) 
{
U1TXREG = convert[ ( (outchar>>4) & 0x0F ) ] ;
U1TXREG = convert[ ( outchar & 0x0F ) ] ;
U1TXREG = ' ' ;
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hex_count -- ;
}
if ( outchar == endchar )
{
hex_count = 5 ;
U1TXREG = '\r' ;
U1TXREG = '\n' ;
}
return ;
}
*/
int store_index = 0 ;
// The parsing routines follow. Each routine is named for the state in 
which the routine is applied.
// States correspond to the portions of the binary messages.
// For example, msg_B3 is the routine that is applied to the byte received 
after a B3 is received.
// If an A0 is received, the state machine transitions to the A0 state.
int nmea_passthru_countdown = 0 ; // used by nmea_passthru to count how 
many more bytes are passed through
unsigned char nmea_passthrough_char = 0 ;
void nmea_passthru ( unsigned char gpschar)
{
nmea_passthrough_char = gpschar ;
gpsoutbin(1, &nmea_passthrough_char) ;
nmea_passthru_countdown --;
/* removed in favor of the line ending mechanism, see below. While this is 
compliant with
   (published) standards, the issue appears to center around the end of 
line.
if ( gpschar == '*' )
{ // * indicates the start of the checksum, 2 characters remain in the 
message
nmea_passthru_countdown = 2;
}
*/
if ( gpschar == 0x0A )
    { // end of line appears to always be 0x0D, 0x0A (\r\n)
msg_parse = &msg_B3; // back to the inital state
}
else if (nmea_passthru_countdown == 0)
{
msg_parse = &msg_B3; // back to the inital state
}
return;
}
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void msg_B3 ( unsigned char gpschar )
{
if ( gpschar == 0xB5 )
{
//bin_out(0x01);
msg_parse = &msg_SYNC1 ;
}
else if ( dcm_flags._.nmea_passthrough && gpschar == '$' && 
udb_gps_check_rate(19200) )
{
nmea_passthru_countdown = 128; // this limits the number of 
characters we will passthrough. (Most lines are 60-80 chars 
long.)
msg_parse = &nmea_passthru;
nmea_passthru ( gpschar );
}
else
{
// error condition
}
return ;
}
void msg_SYNC1 ( unsigned char gpschar )
{
if ( gpschar == 0x62 )
{
//bin_out(0x02);
store_index = 0 ;
msg_parse = &msg_SYNC2 ;
}
else
{
msg_parse = &msg_B3 ; // error condition
}
return ;
}
void msg_SYNC2 ( unsigned char gpschar )
{
//bin_out(0x03);
msg_class = gpschar ;
CK_A = 0;
CK_B = 0;
CK_A += gpschar;
CK_B += CK_A;
msg_parse = &msg_CLASS ;
return ;
}
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void msg_CLASS ( unsigned char gpschar )
{
//bin_out(0x04);
msg_id = gpschar ;
CK_A += gpschar;
CK_B += CK_A;
msg_parse = &msg_ID ;
return ;
}
void msg_ID ( unsigned char gpschar )
{
//bin_out(0x05);
payloadlength._.B0 = gpschar ; //UBX stored payload length in little 
endian order
CK_A += gpschar;
CK_B += CK_A;
msg_parse = &msg_PL1 ;
return ;
}
void msg_PL1 ( unsigned char gpschar )
{
//bin_out(0x06);
payloadlength._.B1 = gpschar ; //UBX stored payload length in little 
endian order
CK_A += gpschar;
CK_B += CK_A;
switch ( msg_class ) {
case 0x01 : {
switch ( msg_id ) {
case 0x02 : { // NAV-POSLLH message
if (payloadlength.BB  == sizeof(msg_POSLLH_parse)>>1)
{
msg_parse = &msg_POSLLH ;
}
else
{
msg_parse = &msg_B3 ; // error condition
}
break ;
}
case 0x04 : { // NAV-DOP message
if (payloadlength.BB  == sizeof(msg_DOP_parse)>>1)
{
msg_parse = &msg_DOP ;
}
else
{
msg_parse = &msg_B3 ; // error condition
}
break ;
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}
case 0x06 : { // NAV-SOL message
if (payloadlength.BB  == sizeof(msg_SOL_parse)>>1)
{
msg_parse = &msg_SOL ;
}
else
{
msg_parse = &msg_B3 ; // error condition
}
break ;
}
case 0x12 : { // NAV-VELNED message
if (payloadlength.BB  == sizeof(msg_VELNED_parse)>>1)
{
msg_parse = &msg_VELNED ;
}
else
{
msg_parse = &msg_B3 ; // error condition
}
msg_parse = &msg_VELNED ;
break ;
}
#if ( HILSIM == 1 )
case 0xAB : { // NAV-BODYRATES message - THIS IS NOT AN 
OFFICIAL UBX MESSAGE
// WE ARE FAKING THIS FOR HIL SIMULATION
if (payloadlength.BB  == sizeof(msg_BODYRATES_parse)>>1
)
{
msg_parse = &msg_BODYRATES ;
}
else
{
msg_parse = &msg_B3 ; // error condition
}
break ;
}
#endif
default : { // some other NAV class message
msg_parse = &msg_MSGU ;
break ;
}
}
break ;
}
case 0x05 : {
switch ( msg_id ) {
case 0x00 : { // NACK message
ack_type = 0;
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msg_parse = &msg_ACK_CLASS;
break;
}
case 0x01 : { // ACK message
ack_type = 1;
msg_parse = &msg_ACK_CLASS;
break;
}
default : { // There are no other messages in this class, 
so this is an error
msg_parse = &msg_B3 ;
break;
}
}
break;
}
default : { // a non NAV class message
msg_parse = &msg_MSGU ;
break ;
}
}
return ;
}
void msg_POSLLH( unsigned char gpschar )
{
if ( payloadlength.BB > 0 )
{
*msg_POSLLH_parse[store_index++] = gpschar ;
CK_A += gpschar;
CK_B += CK_A;
payloadlength.BB-- ;
}
else
{
// If the payload length is zero, we have received the entire 
payload, or the payload length
// was zero to start with. either way, the byte we just received is 
the first checksum byte.
//gpsoutchar2(0x08);
checksum._.B1 = gpschar;
msg_parse = &msg_CS1 ;
}
return ;
}
void msg_DOP( unsigned char gpschar )
{
if ( payloadlength.BB > 0 )
{
*msg_DOP_parse[store_index++] = gpschar ;
CK_A += gpschar;
CK_B += CK_A;
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payloadlength.BB-- ;
}
else
{
// If the payload length is zero, we have received the entire 
payload, or the payload length
// was zero to start with. either way, the byte we just received is 
the first checksum byte.
//gpsoutchar2(0x09);
checksum._.B1 = gpschar;
msg_parse = &msg_CS1 ;
}
return ;
}
void msg_SOL( unsigned char gpschar )
{
if ( payloadlength.BB > 0 )
{
*msg_SOL_parse[store_index++] = gpschar ;
CK_A += gpschar;
CK_B += CK_A;
payloadlength.BB-- ;
}
else
{
// If the payload length is zero, we have received the entire 
payload, or the payload length
// was zero to start with. either way, the byte we just received is 
the first checksum byte.
//gpsoutchar2(0x0A);
checksum._.B1 = gpschar;
msg_parse = &msg_CS1 ;
}
return ;
}
void msg_VELNED( unsigned char gpschar )
{
if ( payloadlength.BB > 0 )
{
*msg_VELNED_parse[store_index++] = gpschar ;
CK_A += gpschar;
CK_B += CK_A;
payloadlength.BB-- ;
}
else
{
// If the payload length is zero, we have received the entire 
payload, or the payload length
// was zero to start with. either way, the byte we just received is 
the first checksum byte.
//gpsoutchar2(0x0B);
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checksum._.B1 = gpschar;
msg_parse = &msg_CS1 ;
}
return ;
}
#if ( HILSIM == 1 )
void msg_BODYRATES( unsigned char gpschar )
{
if ( payloadlength.BB > 0 )
{
*msg_BODYRATES_parse[store_index++] = gpschar ;
CK_A += gpschar ;
CK_B += CK_A ;
payloadlength.BB-- ;
}
else
{
// If the payload length is zero, we have received the entire 
payload, or the payload length
// was zero to start with. either way, the byte we just received is 
the first checksum byte.
checksum._.B1 = gpschar ;
msg_parse = &msg_CS1 ;
}
return ;
}
#endif
void msg_ACK_CLASS ( unsigned char gpschar )
{
//bin_out(0xAA);
ack_class = gpschar ;
CK_A += gpschar;
CK_B += CK_A;
msg_parse = &msg_ACK_ID ;
return ;
}
void msg_ACK_ID ( unsigned char gpschar )
{
//bin_out(0xBB);
ack_id = gpschar ;
CK_A += gpschar;
CK_B += CK_A;
msg_parse = &msg_CS1 ;
return ;
}
void msg_MSGU ( unsigned char gpschar )
{
if ( payloadlength.BB > 0 )
{
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CK_A += gpschar;
CK_B += CK_A;
payloadlength.BB-- ;
}
else
{
// If the payload length is zero, we have received the entire 
payload, or the payload length
// was zero to start with. either way, the byte we just received is 
the first checksum byte.
//gpsoutchar2(0x08);
checksum._.B1 = gpschar;
msg_parse = &msg_CS1 ;
}
return ;
}
void msg_CS1 ( unsigned char gpschar )
{
checksum._.B0 = gpschar;
if ((checksum._.B1 == CK_A) && (checksum._.B0 == CK_B))
{
if (msg_id == 0x12)
{
//correct checksum for VELNED message
udb_background_trigger() ;  // parsing is complete, schedule 
navigation
}
#if ( HILSIM == 1 )
else if (msg_id == 0xAB)
{
//If we got the correct checksum for bodyrates, commit that 
data immediately
commit_bodyrate_data() ;
}
#endif
}
else
{
gps_data_age = GPS_DATA_MAX_AGE+1 ; // if the checksum is wrong 
then the data from this packet is invalid. 
// setting this ensures the nav 
routine does not try to use 
this data.
}
msg_parse = &msg_B3 ;
return ;
}
int frame_errors = 0 ;
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void commit_gps_data(void) 
{
//bin_out(0xFF);
week_no = week_no_ ;
tow = tow_ ;
lat_gps = lat_gps_ ;
long_gps = long_gps_ ;
alt_sl_gps.WW = alt_sl_gps_.WW / 10 ; // SIRF provides 
altMSL in cm, UBX provides it in mm
sog_gps.BB = sog_gps_._.W0 ; // SIRF uses 2 byte 
SOG, UBX provides 4 bytes
cog_gps.BB = (int)(cog_gps_.WW / 1000) ; // SIRF uses 2 byte 
COG, 10^-2 deg, UBX provides 4 bytes, 10^-5 deg
climb_gps.BB = - climb_gps_._.W0 ; // SIRF uses 2 byte 
climb rate, UBX provides 4 bytes
hdop = (unsigned char)(hdop_.BB / 20) ; // SIRF scales HDOP 
by 5, UBX by 10^-2
// SIRF provides position in m, UBX provides cm
xpg.WW = xpg_.WW / 100 ;
ypg.WW = ypg_.WW / 100 ;
zpg.WW = zpg_.WW / 100 ;
// SIRF provides 2 byte velocity in m scaled by 8,
// UBX provides 4 bytes in cm
xvg.BB = (int)(xvg_.WW / 100 * 8) ;
yvg.BB = (int)(yvg_.WW / 100 * 8) ;
zvg.BB = (int)(zvg_.WW / 100 * 8) ;
mode1 = mode1_ ;
mode2 = mode2_ ;
svs = svs_ ;
return ;
}
#if ( HILSIM == 1 )
void commit_bodyrate_data( void )
{
u_dot_sim = u_dot_sim_ ;
v_dot_sim = v_dot_sim_ ;
w_dot_sim = w_dot_sim_ ;
p_sim = p_sim_ ;
q_sim = q_sim_ ;
r_sim = r_sim_ ;
return ;
}
#endif
#endif
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// This file is part of MatrixPilot.
//
//    http://code.google.com/p/gentlenav/
//
// Copyright 2009-2011 MatrixPilot Team
// See the AUTHORS.TXT file for a list of authors of MatrixPilot.
//
// MatrixPilot is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify
// it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by
// the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or
// (at your option) any later version.
//
// MatrixPilot is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
// but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
// MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the
// GNU General Public License for more details.
//
// You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License
// along with MatrixPilot.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.
#include "libDCM_internal.h"
#include <string.h>
struct relative3D GPSlocation   = { 0 , 0 , 0 } ;
struct relative3D GPSvelocity   = { 0 , 0 , 0 } ;
union longbbbb lat_gps , long_gps , alt_sl_gps, tow ;  // latitude, 
longitude, altitude
union intbb    sog_gps , cog_gps , climb_gps, week_no ; // speed over 
ground, course over ground, climb
unsigned char  hdop ; // horizontal 
dilution of precision
union longbbbb lat_origin , long_origin , alt_origin ;
union longbbbb xpg , ypg , zpg ; // gps x, y, z 
position
union intbb    xvg , yvg , zvg ; // gps x, y, z 
velocity 
unsigned char  mode1 , mode2 , svs ; // gps mode1, mode2
, and number of satellites
unsigned char  lat_cir ;
int cos_lat = 0 ;
int gps_data_age ;
char *gps_out_buffer = 0 ;
int gps_out_buffer_length = 0 ;
int gps_out_index = 0 ;
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extern void (* msg_parse ) ( unsigned char inchar ) ;
void gpsoutbin(int length , const unsigned char msg[] )  // output a binary 
message to the GPS
{
gps_out_buffer = 0 ; // clear the buffer pointer first, for safety, in 
case we're interrupted
gps_out_index = 0 ;
gps_out_buffer_length = length ;
gps_out_buffer = (char*)msg ;
udb_gps_start_sending_data() ;
return ;
}
void gpsoutline(char message[]) // output one NMEA line to the GPS
{
gpsoutbin(strlen(message), (unsigned char*)message) ;
return ;
}
int udb_gps_callback_get_byte_to_send(void)
{
if (gps_out_buffer != 0 && gps_out_index < gps_out_buffer_length) {
// We have a byte to send
return (unsigned char)(gps_out_buffer[gps_out_index++]) ;
}
else
{
// No byte to send, so clear the link to the buffer
gps_out_buffer = 0 ;
}
return -1 ;
}
// Got a character from the GPS
void udb_gps_callback_received_byte(char rxchar)
{
//bin_out ( rxchar ) ; // binary out to the debugging USART
(* msg_parse) ( rxchar ) ; // parse the input byte
return ;
}
signed char actual_dir ;
signed char cog_previous = 64 ;
unsigned int ground_velocity_magnitudeXY = 0 ;
int sog_previous = 0 ;
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int climb_rate_previous = 0 ;
int forward_acceleration = 0 ;
unsigned int velocity_previous = 0 ;
unsigned int air_speed_magnitudeXY = 0;
unsigned int air_speed_3D = 0 ;
signed char calculated_heading ;
int location_previous[] = { 0 , 0 , 0 } ;
// Received a full set of GPS messages
void udb_background_callback_triggered(void) 
{
union longbbbb accum_nav ;
union longbbbb accum ;
union longww accum_velocity ;
signed char cog_circular ;
signed char cog_delta ;
int sog_delta ;
int climb_rate_delta ;
int location[3] ;
int location_deltaZ ;
struct relative2D location_deltaXY ;
struct relative2D velocity_thru_air ;
int velocity_thru_airz ;
dirovergndHRmat[0] = rmat[1] ;
dirovergndHRmat[1] = rmat[4] ;
dirovergndHRmat[2] = 0 ;
if ( gps_nav_valid() )
{
commit_gps_data() ;
gps_data_age = 0 ;
dcm_callback_gps_location_updated() ;
accum_nav.WW = ((lat_gps.WW - lat_origin.WW)/90) ; // in meters, 
range is about 20 miles
location[1] = accum_nav._.W0 ;
// multiply the longitude delta by the cosine of the latitude
accum_nav.WW = ((long_gps.WW - long_origin.WW)/90) ; // in meters
accum_nav.WW = ((__builtin_mulss ( cos_lat , accum_nav._.W0 )<<2)) 
;
location[0] = accum_nav._.W1 ;
accum_nav.WW = ( alt_sl_gps.WW - alt_origin.WW)/100 ; // height in 
meters
location[2] = accum_nav._.W0 ;
    // convert GPS course of 360 degrees to a binary model with 256
accum.WW = __builtin_muluu ( COURSEDEG_2_BYTECIR , cog_gps.BB ) + 
0x00008000 ;
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    // re-orientate from compass (clockwise) to maths (anti-clockwise) 
with 0 degrees in East 
cog_circular = -accum.__.B2 + 64 ;
// compensate for GPS reporting latency.
// The dynamic model of the EM406 and uBlox is not well known.
// However, it seems likely much of it is simply reporting latency.
// This section of the code compensates for reporting latency.
if ( dcm_flags._.gps_history_valid )
{
cog_delta = cog_circular - cog_previous ;
sog_delta = sog_gps.BB - sog_previous ;
climb_rate_delta = climb_gps.BB - climb_rate_previous ;
location_deltaXY.x = location[0] - location_previous[0] ;
location_deltaXY.y = location[1] - location_previous[1] ;
location_deltaZ = location[2] - location_previous[2] ;
}
else
{
cog_delta = sog_delta = climb_rate_delta = 0 ;
location_deltaXY.x = location_deltaXY.y = location_deltaZ = 0 ;
}
dcm_flags._.gps_history_valid = 1 ;
actual_dir = cog_circular + cog_delta ;
cog_previous = cog_circular ;
// Note that all these velocities are in centimeters / second
ground_velocity_magnitudeXY = sog_gps.BB + sog_delta ;
sog_previous = sog_gps.BB ;
GPSvelocity.z = climb_gps.BB + climb_rate_delta ;
climb_rate_previous = climb_gps.BB ;
accum_velocity.WW = ( __builtin_mulss( cosine( actual_dir ) , 
ground_velocity_magnitudeXY) << 2) + 0x00008000 ;
GPSvelocity.x = accum_velocity._.W1 ;
accum_velocity.WW = (__builtin_mulss( sine( actual_dir ) , 
ground_velocity_magnitudeXY) << 2 ) + 0x00008000 ;
GPSvelocity.y = accum_velocity._.W1 ;
rotate ( &location_deltaXY , cog_delta) ; // this is a key step to 
account for rotation effects!!
GPSlocation.x = location[0] + location_deltaXY.x ;
GPSlocation.y = location[1] + location_deltaXY.y ;
GPSlocation.z = location[2] + location_deltaZ ;
location_previous[0] = location[0] ;
location_previous[1] = location[1] ;
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location_previous[2] = location[2] ;
velocity_thru_air.y = GPSvelocity.y - estimatedWind[1] ;
velocity_thru_air.x = GPSvelocity.x - estimatedWind[0] ;  
velocity_thru_airz = GPSvelocity.z - estimatedWind[2] ; 
air_speed_3D = vector3_mag ( velocity_thru_air.x , 
velocity_thru_air.y , velocity_thru_airz  ) ;
                                
calculated_heading  = rect_to_polar( &velocity_thru_air ) ;
// veclocity_thru_air.x becomes XY air speed as a by product of 
CORDIC routine in rect_to_polar()
air_speed_magnitudeXY = velocity_thru_air.x; // in cm / sec
#if ( GPS_RATE == 4 )
forward_acceleration = (air_speed_3D - velocity_previous) << 2 ; // 
Ublox enters code 4 times per second
#elif ( GPS_RATE == 2 )
forward_acceleration = (air_speed_3D - velocity_previous) << 1 ; // 
Ublox enters code 2 times per second
#else
forward_acceleration = air_speed_3D - velocity_previous ; // EM406 
standard GPS enters code once per second
#endif
velocity_previous = air_speed_3D ;
estimateWind() ;
estYawDrift() ;
dcm_flags._.yaw_req = 1 ;  // request yaw drift correction 
dcm_flags._.reckon_req = 1 ; // request dead reckoning correction
#if ( DEADRECKONING == 0 )
process_flightplan() ;
#endif
}
else
{
gps_data_age = GPS_DATA_MAX_AGE+1 ;
dirovergndHGPS[0] = dirovergndHRmat[0] ;
dirovergndHGPS[1] = dirovergndHRmat[1] ;
dirovergndHGPS[2] = 0 ;
dcm_flags._.yaw_req = 1 ;  // request yaw drift correction 
dcm_flags._.gps_history_valid = 0 ; // gps history has to be 
restarted
}
return ;
}
